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The term “right” has a wide variety of connotations. On a very general level, it connotes a social commitment to the dignity and autonomy of the individual, an “affirmation of free human subjectivity against the constraints of group life.” On a somewhat more specific level, one can distinguish procedural and substantive connotations. Procedural connotations concern official enforcement institutions. For example, in American legal culture, “right” often connotes judicial enforceability. Substantive connotations concern benefits or powers, such as freedom of speech or ownership of property, in civil society.

This essay is about the substantive connotations of the notion of
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“right” that has dominated liberal discussion of the welfare system for the past fifty years. By liberal, I mean to include officials and academics associated with the center-left politics of the mainstream of the Democratic party. Until very recently, this group has had a near monopoly in setting the terms of establishment discourse about welfare policy and an unusual degree of autonomy in influencing the design of the welfare system. Perhaps the central substantive theme of liberal welfare discourse is the analogy of welfare benefits to traditional private law norms associated with contract and property. The private law analogy is in turn linked to an ideal of individual independence and self-sufficiency and to an ambition to immunize distributive arrangements from collective reassessment and revision. On a practical level, it is linked to an aversion to direct or explicit redistribution, and especially to need-based or means-tested redistribution.

This essay suggests that the substantive rights theme has had a peculiarly conservative influence in liberal welfare discourse: It has tended to inhibit redistribution efforts that otherwise would have been supported by the distributive and humanitarian concerns of the broader liberal program. The substantive rights theme has been advanced as both jurisprudence and political strategy. As jurisprudence, it has replicated some of the problems that the Progressive legal scholars emphasized in the classical legal thought of the substantive due process era. As political strategy, it has suffered from the disadvantage that it succeeds only by virtue of the homage it pays to the order it seeks to change. I will try to illustrate these points with discussions of the two instances in which the rights theme has been most dramatically institutionalized: the Social Security program and the welfare rights movement, by which I mean both the ongoing practice of lawyer-initiated judicial review of administrative welfare decisions and the more ephemeral efforts at recipient mobilization of the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Although this essay is written from a perspective sympathetic to the general humanitarian and distributive concerns of the liberal program, it has been influenced by a variety of perspectives. Part of the argument resembles criticisms of the welfare system which have long been associated with conservatives. Part of it has been influenced by a few people writing from the left who have recently expressed doubts about some of the long-standing themes of liberal welfare rights discourse. Perhaps the strongest influence on it is the work of the New Deal social workers and their disciples, who developed from within the liberal wel-
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fare establishment an alternative conception of welfare rights that challenged but lost out to the private law conception.  

My purpose is to trace a particular set of jurisprudential themes through the liberal welfare discourse, not to provide a comprehensive account of the welfare system. In social insurance, the substantive rights themes have been widely influential, but they are far from the only influence, and a full assessment of social insurance would require a variety of political and economic analyses that I do not intend to provide here. In public assistance, the greatest influence of ideas of right has been in terms of procedure. Substantive rights themes have played a narrow role. Accordingly, my remarks about public assistance concern only a narrow dimension of the development of these programs.

I. PRIVATE LAW WELFARE JURISPRUDENCE

The dominant substantive notion of right in liberal welfare doctrine arose from the Progressive critique of the notion of right in the classical legal doctrine of the turn of the century, the era of "mechanical jurisprudence" and "substantive due process."  

A. Classical Legalism

The classical notion of right was animated by a Utopian ideal of individual independence. Independence meant invulnerability to the wants and needs of others and not having to depend on their good will or solidarity. Rights served independence by creating zones of autonomy. The classical notion connoted an image of autarky, a universe of self-sufficient monads, each free to pursue its subjective goals without interference from or dependence on others. The principal exception was the family, where dependence (of wives and children) was regarded as normal rather than degrading and where the (husband’s) obligation to share was regarded as legitimate rather than oppressive.

The preeminent goal of a legal system inspired by the goal of independence is security. Security is identified with the principles of prospectivity and neutrality. Prospectivity secures to people the fruits of their efforts and exchanges. It treats the most important results of past

efforts and exchanges as "vested" and hence immune to revision and reassessment. Neutrality constrains the extent to which rules confer advantage on particular groups and individuals rather than on the society as a whole; it requires that the rules meet a minimal requisite of generality. The paradigmatic violation of the security norms is a rule that takes from \( A \) to give to \( B \).\(^7\) Such a rule violates prospectivity by permitting those who have done poorly to undo the results of past efforts and shift to themselves the benefits earned by those who have done well. It violates neutrality by benefiting an identifiable person rather than society as a whole.

Of course prospectivity and neutrality could be enforced only if it were possible to distinguish prospective from retroactive rules (or rules impairing "vested" rights from those impairing "mere" expectations) and neutral from class-biased rules. The classicists developed a set of rules they thought satisfied the conditions of prospectivity and neutrality. These included variations on the turn-of-the-century private law rules that defined the market economy. Classicism portrayed these rules as constituting a self-regulating process of interaction in which the individual was free to pursue goals without interference by or dependence on others. One could interpret this view to preclude public welfare activities on the ground that they would require the expropriation of private rights in order to make a class-biased transfer. However, the more widely accepted interpretation had enough play in the private law regime and enough of an acknowledgment of a residual public interest in the alleviation of severe economic distress to permit some welfare activities.\(^8\) But even on this interpretation, it was hard to see welfare benefits in terms of rights. Welfare, which institutionalized a form of dependence, was at best a prudential activity foreign to the core value of individual independence. Welfare connoted the morally inferior status of reliance on income not acquired through effort and exchange. Moreover, because need was to a large extent a matter of unpredictable contingency, welfare resisted specification in terms of the certain, immutable ground rules with which classicism associated the idea of right.

The classicists could not deny that the underlying vision of autarkic independence was Utopian. The market regime did not obviate relations with other people. Nor did it immunize the individual from misfortune or surprise. The independence and security it promised were more attenuated. The classical rights regime regulated interaction by an impersonal process. It thus protected the individual from the experience of dependence upon the wills of particular individuals or groups. Moreover, it purported to secure for the individual the benefits of her

\(^7\) See Loan Ass'n v. Topeka, 87 U.S. (1 Wall.) 655, 663 (1874).
\(^8\) Compare Auditor of Lucas County v. State ex rel. Boyles, 75 Ohio St. 114, 78 N.E. 955 (1906) (relief for the blind struck down) with Jennings v. City of St. Louis, 332 Mo. 173, 58 S.W.2d 979 (1933) (unemployment relief upheld).
own efforts and exchanges. The security the system offered was freedom from subjection to the unmediated wills of others and from the expropriation of the fruits of one’s efforts and exchanges.

Thus, the classical notion of right had strongly antire redistributive implications. Right was a term to be invoked against redistribution. Redistribution suggested a breach of the morally fundamental distribution accomplished through the workings of the private law regime of the self-regulating market.

B. The Progressive Critique

The Progressives produced a variety of critiques of this vision. A basic theme of many was that the classical private rights regime did not promote general independence and security; rather, it promoted these qualities for some only at the direct expense of others. The classical vision of the self-regulating market as a universe of self-sufficient monads was a formalist fantasy divorced from social reality as most people experienced it. For those who lacked wealth and power, the private rights regime implemented a frightening dependence on the arbitrary wills of those who had them. The classical labor contract enforced a wide-ranging arbitrary power in the employer over the life of the worker. When the worker became unemployable for economic or health reasons, the classical regime left him at the legally unconstrained mercy of neighbors, charities, or the state. Every safeguard of security in the classical regime corresponded to a form of insecurity. For example, in protecting employers against claims for worker injuries or unemployment, it left workers vulnerable to the unpredictable contingencies of ill health and the business cycle. In securing the property and contract rights of workers and entrepreneurs, it made these same rights vulnerable to destruction in the competitive process of the market. Both workers and capitalists would periodically find the value of their skills and capital reduced or destroyed through innovation or price-cutting by competitors exercising their own rights of property and contract.

The Progressives undermined the principle of prospectivity by attacking the distinction between prospective and retroactive rules. They showed that rules were necessarily indeterminate and must be elaborated in the course of application. Because of this indeterminacy, rules could not fully set the terms of interaction in advance; they would emerge, in part, in the course of interaction. Moreover, the Progressives argued, those who do best initially under any given regime of rules acquire a potentially cumulative advantage over others, since they can use their initially acquired wealth to influence the content of new

---

rules in ways that favor them. Thus, rules can never be fully prospective because decisions in particular cases involve new or previously unformulated rules, and new rules reflect a balance of advantage acquired through the application of past rules.

The Progressives undermined the principle of neutrality by attacking the distinction between individual and social interests. They argued that many of the private law rules that the classicists considered neutral favored the special interests of identifiable groups at the expense of others. The classical contract rules, for example, favored employers at the expense of employees by giving the former wide-ranging arbitrary power over the life of the latter. At the same time, they argued that many of the rules that the classicists had considered nonneutral could benefit a general social interest. For example, laws subsidizing particular interests or businesses might contribute to a general scheme of economic development or recovery; laws facilitating organization by workers might reduce labor disputes and hence promote a general prosperity.

The Progressives attempted to portray the economic and medical contingencies that determined material well-being as functions, not of a self-regulating process of individual interaction, but of conscious, purposive collective activity. Once one recognized the inevitable influence of public fiscal, monetary, and regulatory policy on economic well-being, they asserted, it was simply untenable to suggest that the economic process was impersonal or that an individual’s fortunes were the product of his own efforts and exchanges. Moreover, the Progressives argued again and again that a variety of types of collective intervention in the private rights regime could only enhance security. A famous example arose from the effect of inflation and deflation on the payment terms of contracts. In circumstances such as the German hyperinflation of the 1920s or the American deflation of the 1930s, it was quite plausible to suggest that security required intervention by legislatures or courts to undo the results of the contract process and relieve identifiable classes of people who had been disadvantaged by them (creditors in the first case, debtors in the second).

C. Welfare Rights After the Progressive Critique

The Progressive critique was animated by redistributive and humanitarian concerns. These concerns were evident in the way some Progressives sought to shift the focus of jurisprudential debate from concern about the ability of those who did well in the economy to hang on to their gains to concern about protecting those who did poorly from suffering too much. And they were further reflected in the Progressives’ insistence, against the individualistic premises of classi-

cism, that some of the most valuable and practical forms of security arise from the ability to rely on others for assistance in the event of misfortune. From these common starting points the Progressives proceeded to develop two quite different views of welfare rights.

The view that departed most drastically from classicism, and which proved least influential, was developed by social workers during and after the New Deal. The social workers repudiated the classical ideal of independence in favor of what they called "interdependence" and sought to develop a jurisprudence that did justice to the values of both autonomy and solidarity. They portrayed mutual dependence, not only as an inescapable reality, but also as a morally valuable and fulfilling aspect of the human condition. They argued for a kind of security that might be enhanced by the willingness of individuals to become vulnerable to each other and by the openness of the social process to collective reassessment and revision. They opposed any strong prospectivity requirement because it disabled society from confronting the unpredictable contingencies of economics and health. They rejected any strong neutrality requirement on the ground that it would unnecessarily hamper society in responding to particular distributive concerns. The most fundamental distributive premise of the social workers was need, and the major focus of their reform efforts was public assistance. Need was not only a legitimate principle of distribution, but also a more fundamental one than the classical principles of effort and exchange, since some minimal level of material welfare was a prerequisite to the kind of autonomy presupposed by the classical principles. The social workers interpreted poverty as a social failure. They invoked the term "right" to express their view that a responsible society should guarantee its members a minimally adequate income and that it should teach them to regard this minimum as a matter of entitlement.

Unlike this social work doctrine, the approach that most influenced liberal welfare discourse attempted to accommodate itself to the rhetoric and premises of classicism. It accepted the Progressive critique that the classical private rights regime did not really serve the ideal of independence, but it continued to appeal to the classical ideal, with its Utopian connotations of autarkic self-sufficiency and immunity from collective reassessment and revision, as a fundamental governing norm. It defined its mission as the construction of a program that would better vindicate the classical ideal than the classical rights regime. Or to put it somewhat differently, it sought to marshall the individualist moral rhetoric of classicism to support the welfare-regulatory program of the New Deal and subsequent Democratic administrations.

Perhaps the central rhetorical trait of this second approach in the welfare context was its attempt to defend welfare benefits by analogizing them to private law norms. This private law approach sought to
devise a program that, while rectifying the inadequacies of the market, would nevertheless maintain the greatest possible continuity with the form and substance of private law norms. Among other things, this approach paid homage to the principles of prospectivity and neutrality. It aspired to construct the welfare system as a set of fixed ground rules with the results of interaction under them immune from reassessment and undoing. The ground rules were to be as broadly inclusive as possible and were not to focus on identifiable individuals and groups. Having imbibed the Progressive critique of classicism, the proponents of the private law approach could not insist on any rigid application of prospectivity and neutrality, but they appealed to them as governing ideals. They tended to assume that the status of welfare benefits as "rights" became more plausible as these principles were more fully honored.

The private law approach was at best uncomfortable with, and at worst, hostile to, need-based or means-tested distribution. With their explicit premise of need, means tests were considered incompatible with the individualist moral premises of the private law vision. They were an open acknowledgment of dependence. They involved distribution of income to people who could not claim it through their own efforts or exchanges. They were thus both dubious in principle and degrading in practice. They conferred a "stigma" of indignity on the claimant. Moreover, means-tested benefits were difficult to square with the principles of prospectivity and neutrality. They required constant revision to respond to unexpected contingencies of need; and they necessarily singled out particular identifiable individuals and groups.

There are two variations on the private law approach. The first, which is especially identified with the New Deal labor economists and the administrative and legislative sponsors of the social insurance programs over the past 50 years, analogizes welfare benefits to contracts.12 Those who appealed to the contract analogy tended to urge that social insurance benefits be regarded as "earned" by the beneficiary and that, in order to facilitate this view, the programs maintain a prominent relation between "contributions" (their word for what others called "taxes") and benefits. They wanted the programs designed in terms of fixed ground rules to remain relatively immune from revision. They wanted the eligibility rules to maximize coverage and avoid focusing on the poor. They believed that "a program for the poor is a poor program."13 In some moods, the contractualists insisted that only social insurance, and not public assistance, bore the requisite resemblance to private law norms to qualify as a matter of right. In other moods, they


conceded that public assistance might also create rights but insisted that such rights had a lower normative status than those created by social insurance. They sometimes explained their low regard for public assistance by expressing the hope that, with the help of macroeconomic policies securing growth and full employment, the social insurance programs might expand to provide sufficient protection against adverse economic and medical contingency that public assistance would become superfluous and "wither away." For the most part, however, the contractualists did not themselves propose macroeconomic or social insurance policies that had any likelihood of accomplishing this result, nor did any national administration commit itself to policies that could have been expected plausibly, even in the long run, to obviate reliance on public assistance.

The second variation is identified with the liberal lawyers of the 1960s and 1970s, and particularly with Charles Reich's seminal article, The New Property. In this variation, the analogy shifts from contract to property. Reich wrote at a time when the vision of the "withering away" of public assistance in favor of social insurance was no longer viable. Decades of growth had increased the size and salience of an urban underclass with only a marginal foothold in the labor market and the social insurance programs. The critical innovation of the New Property jurisprudence was to blur the distinction between social insurance and public assistance and to extend the notion of right to the latter. Reich accomplished this by increasing the abstraction of the private law analogy. As the contractualists had abstracted the distributive premises of effort and exchange from the specific classical private right regime, Reich abstracted the classical value of individual independence from both the classical rights regime and the distributive premises of effort and exchange. He replaced the contract analogy and its connotation of exchange with a notion of property, defined as security for the individual against the state, that embraced almost every material interest of any significance. He portrayed old (private law) property, social insurance, and public assistance as different varieties of security.

In developing this encompassing notion of security, Reich evoked the principles of prospectivity and neutrality. He prescribed that property, once acquired in accordance with established ground rules, should be deemed vested. His approach to neutrality was more complex. There was no way of bringing public assistance into the realm of right without accepting eligibility rules that singled out the poor. But Reich's rhetoric deemphasized the peculiar focus of public assistance on the poor by viewing it, not as a distinctive category, but as one com-

16. Id. at 785. For a more extended analysis of Reich's article, see Simon, supra note 4, at 23–37.
ponent of a larger system of material security that embraced the entire population.

A distinctive influence of the private rights approach on liberal welfare discourse has been to deemphasize, and even to discourage, redistributive rhetoric and goals in liberal discussions of the welfare system. Although the proponents of the private law approach have clearly shared the redistributive goals of the general liberal program, their rhetoric of welfare rights rarely argues directly for redistribution. On the surface, it tends to proceed as if the classical prohibitions against the post hoc expropriation of gains acquired in the self-regulating market and against “taking from A to give to B” still applied. The private law approach tends to argue, not for redistribution from rich to poor, but for the downward expansion of the kind of security afforded to the rich by traditional private law norms to the disadvantaged. Welfare rights are portrayed as complementing, rather than competing with, traditional private law rights.

In the contractualist rhetoric, the antiredistribution tendency is reflected in the practice of distinguishing social insurance from public assistance benefits on the ground that the former are “earned,” in the sense that they represent a return of the beneficiary’s contributions, an argument that implicitly asserts that such benefits do not involve redistribution. It is further reflected in ambivalence toward the aspects of social insurance programs that undeniably do involve redistribution. In the New Property rhetoric, the antiredistribution thrust is less prominent. Nevertheless, as I illustrate below, it has been reflected in a tendency to interpret the notion of right to require the prevention or policing of redistribution among the poor.17

Of course, the private law jurisprudences expected both the welfare policies they proposed and other government economic policies to play only a supplementary role in the distribution of income; the primary role would continue to be that of the private market. Moreover, aside from their often vague and usually halfhearted commitment to macroeconomic full-employment policy, neither private law welfare jurisprudence nor the broader liberal program of which it was a part contemplated any drastic alterations of the private market mechanisms of distribution.18

17. See notes 201–224 infra and accompanying text.
18. In the area of labor relations, the private law approach to welfare corresponds to the contractualist approach to labor regulation. See Klare, Judicial Deradicalization of the Wagner Act and the Origins of Modern Legal Consciousness, 1937–1941, 62 MINN. L. REV. 265, 293–310 (1978). In the contractualist approach, the state adopts a posture of neutrality toward worker organization and the various distributive results of such organization and purports merely to regulate the process of organization and bargaining.

In the area of race relations, the private law welfare notion corresponds to a tort-like view of antidiscrimination law that limits the state to policing specific current acts of discrimination but permits the beneficiaries of social structures arising from past discrimination to retain their advantages. See Freeman, Legitimizing Racial Discrimination Through Antidiscrimination Law: A Critical Review of Supreme Court Doctrine, 62 MINN. L. REV. 1049 (1978).
Private law welfare jurisprudence has been more a set of themes and rhetoric than a doctrine. It is ambiguous in many respects. For one thing, the commitment to private law norms is susceptible to a variety of interpretations. The same Progressive critique that made room for welfare rights also transformed the understanding of private law. It made the image of the self-regulating market untenable, and it showed that no single set of private law rules could be derived from the bare notions of market, property, or contract. These notions might be defined in a variety of ways, and the choice among them depended on the same kinds of considerations that underlay welfare and regulatory policies. Moreover, the reference to private law was only an analogy; the welfare system was expected to depart from private law concepts in ways that were never systematically or comprehensively specified.

Another type of ambiguity arises from the fact that, while to some extent the private law jurisprudes embraced the ideal of independence and the private law analogy as a matter of moral conviction, to some extent they did so as a matter of political strategy. Some of the private law jurisprudes shared the solidaristic and communitarian moral premises of the social workers but thought that the individualistic premises of classical liberalism were too deeply ingrained in American culture and politics for an explicitly solidaristic and redistributive program to be viable. When these reformers spoke of the means test as degrading, they did not mean that they themselves found it so, but that this view of the means test was so pervasive in the culture it had to be taken for granted. When they said that "a program for the poor is a poor program," they didn't mean that they found singling out the poor for special treatment morally dubious; they meant that a program whose primary constituency was the poor would be politically vulnerable. By classifying people in accordance with poverty, need-based programs isolated the poor in ways that facilitated redistribution away from as well as toward them. Social insurance had the strategic advantages both of paying homage to the idea of independence and of integrating the poor into a broader political base.

D. The Insurance State

The portrayal of American government as a kind of insurance state by critics such as Theodore Lowi emphasizes the way government has institutionalized principles that closely resemble those of private law welfare jurisprudence.19 The basic characteristic of the insurance state is the commitment of the national government to guarantee all the significant elements of the economic status quo. The insurance state is thus the fulfillment of the goal enunciated in Reich's The New Property of turning all forms of material welfare into entitlements.

The insurance state also institutionalizes the principles of prospectivity and neutrality. Prospectivity is expressed in the strong deference paid to the distributive status quo and in the concern for achieved status at the expense of denied opportunity. Where assisting those who have not achieved benefits would jeopardize the gains of those who have, the insurance state tends to sacrifice the interests of the former to those of the latter. Thus, it is relatively sensitive to the claims of those threatened with loss of current economic status and relatively insensitive to the claims of those who feel entitled to benefits they have not yet achieved. Preserving jobs for current job holders takes precedence over creating jobs for those who do not have them; securing interests of current tenants or welfare recipients takes precedence over the interests of those who have yet to find housing or establish welfare eligibility. The principle of neutrality is expressed in the preference of the insurance state for indirect, trickle-down, or pie-expanding approaches to helping the disadvantaged at the expense of directly redistributive approaches. The insurance state thus has an affinity for the private law welfare jurisprudence notion of the downward expansion of security as opposed to direct redistribution.

The insurance state has depended on the premise that steady and substantial economic growth could be achieved through macro-economic policy. With the stalling and fluctuation of economic growth in recent years, it has come under intense pressure. Yet, the critics suggest that, even with economic growth, the insurance state is prone to basic problems. Two such problems are of particular importance to the assessment of liberal welfare reform. The first is that the kind of security to which the insurance state is committed threatens to rigidify the society in ways that inhibit desirable reform and experimentation. A strategy that turns all incidents of material welfare into rights tends to constitutionalize inefficiency and perverse distribution.

This contemporary criticism of the insurance state parallels a criticism that the Progressives made of classical legalism and that the private law welfare jurisprudences tended to ignore. The Progressives argued that many forms of individual and collective material welfare depended on the capacity of the society to revise its institutions in response to new knowledge and changing values and that this capacity depended on the willingness of people to make their economic positions vulnerable to politics. Classicism's refusal to risk this type of vulnerability precluded a variety of reforms with general long run benefits.20

The second problem is that the security afforded by the insurance state has not been distributed uniformly. More fundamentally, much of it has been created only at the cost of corresponding insecurity. The insurance state has reduced only marginally, at best, the economic privileges of the wealthy. It has afforded an important degree of security to

---

a substantial segment of the working class, but to an important extent this security has been achieved at the expense of a more disadvantaged sector. The insurance state has created a situation very much like the one some of its proponents most sought to avoid—the social and political isolation of the poor. Under its auspices, the liberal constituency has been fragmented between a relatively organized sector, with relatively dignified and secure employment and favorable working conditions and compensation, and a relatively unorganized sector, with relatively low status, irregular work, and unfavorable working conditions and compensation.\textsuperscript{21} The welfare programs rationalized by the private law welfare jurisprudence have played an important role in this fragmentation.

Like the first, this second objection to the insurance state parallels a strand of the Progressive critique of classical legalism. The Progressives had suggested that implicit but unrecognized in classicism was a Law of Conservation of Security: You could not enlarge the amount of security in society but only redistribute it. Rights protected the rightholder only by making someone else vulnerable to her.\textsuperscript{22} This conclusion assumes that society is a zero-sum affair in which the rightholder's gains represent losses to others. It denies that rights might effectuate shared values or mutually beneficial cooperation. The Progressives did not share this view of society themselves. Their point was that this view of society is implicit in the classical notion of right. The premise of independence and the Utopian image of autarky suggest a world without shared values and spontaneous cooperation, and the function of rights in the classical view is precisely to protect the individual from having to rely on the values or willingness to cooperate of others.

The designers of the insurance state and of private law welfare jurisprudence sometimes appeared to think that economic regulation and growth would make the Law of Conservation of Security obsolete. Regulation would smooth out the business cycle and reduce the amount of unforeseeable contingency. Growth would make it possible to increase the material welfare of the least advantaged without direct redistribution. But this expectation proved Utopian. First, it overestimated the extent to which regulation could reduce unforeseeable contingency, and it underestimated the extent to which such reduction would require inefficiently constraining the economy. Second, it ignored the extent to which judgments of economic welfare depend on relative as well as absolute positions. Third, it paid insufficient attention to the possibility that economic regulation might increase the political power of some


\textsuperscript{22} The Law of Conservation of Security has been derived by Duncan Kennedy and Frank Michelman from the Progressive jurisprudence of Wesley Hohfeld, Robert Hale, Arthur Corbin, and Walter Wheeler Cook. See Kennedy & Michelman, \textit{Are Property and Contract Efficient?}, 8 Hofstra L. Rev. 711, 751-58 (1980).
beneficiaries in ways that might be used to the detriment of the less advantaged.

As the political analogue of private law welfare jurisprudence is the insurance state, the political analogue of the alternative approach to welfare entitlement of the New Deal social workers would have been a much different set of institutions. This set of institutions would have focused on the type of security afforded by the guarantee of a minimally adequate standard of material welfare and would have sought to guarantee such a standard even at the expense of other material interests. In focusing on minimal needs rather than security in general, it would not have committed itself to turning the economic status quo into a mass of entitlements.

Moreover, contrary to the assumptions of private law welfare jurisprudence, this approach would not necessarily have isolated the poor politically. Instead of trying to expand downward the type of security afforded to the privileged by traditional private rights, it would have tried to expand upward a fair share of the insecurity incident to economic development that is disproportionately visited on the poor. Such a program might have involved both a more vigorous assault on economic privilege and a more generous provision of means-tested benefits than the program that emerged in the insurance state. The redistribution of insecurity would have tended to reduce the number of people immune from the prospect of having to call on public assistance to meet their needs. The loosening of need standards would have made for a much larger class of people eligible for means-tested distribution at any given time. Both effects would have worked against the social and political isolation of the poor, not by minimizing the possibility of having to seek need-based assistance, but by increasing and more fairly distributing it.

As the private law approach triumphed over social work jurisprudence, so the institutions of the insurance state triumphed over this alternative structure which, had the name not been misappropriated, I would have called the welfare state. Yet, although the dominant welfare institutions of the society correspond to the insurance state, one can see in more marginal and transitory developments, for example, the Federal Emergency Relief Act of the 1930s and the Community Action Program of the 1960s, glimmers of both the possibilities and problems of the alternative program.

II. THE NEW CONTRACT

“No form [of government largess] is more clearly earned by the recipient,” Reich wrote of Social Security in his 1964 article.23 This was not a controversial statement at the time, but two decades later a substantial literature disputed it. Some writers made efforts to separate

23. Reich, supra note 15, at 769.
out the earned or insurance component of Social Security from the unearned or welfare component. One such analysis concluded that the unearned or welfare component of the benefits due people retiring at the time Reich wrote exceeded 70 percent. Both Reich's claim and the economist's rebuttal exemplify the predominance of the private law analogy in discussion of the Social Security system.

A. Ambiguities of Redistribution

Private law jurisprudence has found in the notion of social insurance an appealing ambiguity that has helped accommodate the individualist premises of classical legal rhetoric with the modern welfare state. The ambiguity concerns the extent to which social insurance aims at and engages in redistribution.

One aspect of this ambiguity concerns the basic idea of insurance. People often think of insurance as redistributive in the sense that it transfers resources from those with relatively small losses to those with relatively large ones. However, insurers think this view naive. They insist that the proper way to look at the matter is prospectively—at the time terms are agreed to and the actual pattern of losses is known only probabilistically. From this perspective, premium payments by the insured, adjusted by an interest factor, should be compared to the amount of coverage, discounted for both interest and the probability of nonoccurrence of the events on which payment is contingent. In the paradigmatic, or "actuarially fair," insurance contract, there is no redistribution because the present value of each insured's premium payments equals the present value of the insurer's liability. Insurance professionals consider insurance redistributive only where it provides benefits that, prospectively, exceed or fall below payments. Another way to put it is that redistribution occurs where some individuals are charged higher premiums relative to the risk of loss they present (to the extent that such risk is efficiently determinable) than others. In this case, those who are overcharged relative to risk subsidize the others. Nevertheless, the looser popular notion of insurance as redistributive has made it easier to invoke the insurance analogy to rationalize redistributive features of Social Security that insurance professionals would consider anomalous or improper in private insurance.

Another aspect of the ambiguity concerns the practical circumstances under which insurance is marketed. Some people understand the insurance analogy to connote, not the theoretical norm of actuarial fairness, but some comparable insurance that is actually sold in the private market (or that would be sold in the absence of the social insurance program). Thus, a common procedure in assessing the redistribu-


tive component of Social Security is to compare the returns to Social Security contributions with the returns to premiums on a comparable private insurance contract. One problem with this notion is that some social insurance benefits, notably the indexing of Social Security payments to the cost of living, have no counterparts in the private market. A more general problem is that, because of the variety of circumstances under which insurance is marketed and regulated, there is no obvious way to define the appropriate private insurance baseline for assessing social insurance. Government regulatory regimes impose widely varying disclosure and procedural requirements on insurance markets that have varying effects on consumer choices. Such regimes also contain a variety of substantive restrictions, such as limitations on the use of race and gender criteria in rate-setting, based on noneconomic or nonactuarial concerns.26

More importantly, the design of private insurance varies with the circumstances of the purchaser. Much private insurance is purchased on behalf of groups by buyers who insist that the insurance accommodate collective concerns. When employees bargain for insurance collectively, they often seek arrangements that flatten out differences in individual contributions or benefits. For example, when a new pension benefit is inaugurated, unions will sometimes insist that workers nearing retirement be accorded larger benefits than these workers could purchase individually (or than could be actuarially justified) with the contributions made on their behalf.27 When economic events such as runaway inflation unexpectedly reduce the value of previously bargained-for pension benefits to current or imminent retirees, unions sometimes bargain to increase these benefits in ways that would not be warranted by contributions allocable to these workers. Where employees are not organized, employers often take account of such collective concerns in designing insurance benefits. They would regard an actuarially fair program as bad personnel policy.28

Still a further dimension of ambiguity concerns the implications of the idea of compulsory, government-sponsored insurance. Although such programs present many opportunities for redistribution, there are nonredistributive rationales for them as well. The nonredistributive rationales for social insurance are market failure and paternalism.

Consider the market failure rationales for Social Security.29 First,
private insurers have a limited ability to offer safe, secure pensions. Many people learned this brutally in the depression when their pension claims were wiped out by insurer bankruptcies. Regulation and new investment practices have since reduced such risk, but it remains true that government can offer a greater degree of security than private insurers. Second, private insurers have been unable to offer a pension with benefits that keep pace with inflation. Third, because pension arrangements are necessarily complex and technical, the costs and difficulty of acquiring information about them are large. Moreover, sales and administrative costs are often high in private insurance arrangements, and because of the problem of consumer understanding and information, the market may not work reliably to minimize them. Government pension programs may be able to achieve economies of scale in information and administration that individuals could not achieve privately.

Fourth, there is a variation on the problem of adverse selection. To the extent that there are factors from which risk can be predicted that can be ascertained by consumers but not by insurers (e.g., smoking habits), high risk consumers will tend to opt into voluntary arrangements and low risk people will tend to opt out. Because the insurer cannot reliably identify the low risk people, it will be unable to offer them insurance at an appropriate premium. This variation of the adverse selection problem is one reason why group insurance, usually employment-related, often offers more favorable premiums, even to low risk people, than individual insurance. Compulsory social insurance is a kind of mass-base group insurance.

There is also a paternalist rationale for Social Security: People may be inclined to excessively discount the future and thus fail to make adequate provision for it. Or if they try to make provision, they are likely to be confused by the highly technical considerations on which rational choice depends. Mistaken choices in this area tend to be more severe and less reversible than in other areas. Forcing people to save in a well-designed pension program is one way of protecting them from such mistakes.

None of these rationales alone would be an adequate justification for a compulsory social insurance program, but together they provide a


30. Some dispute whether the absence of private indexed plans should be attributed to market failure. See Feldstein, Should Private Pensions Be Indexed?, in Financial Aspects, supra note 29, at 211–27 (private market could offer full indexing, but there would be little demand because such indexing is not optimal for most savers).

31. Diamond, supra note 29, at 281–96. A further rationale combines market failure and paternalism, as well as redistribution: If the society guarantees the elderly a minimal level of subsistence through its welfare system, even a far-sighted person may decide not to save in the expectation that he will be able to rely on welfare. Compulsory saving is a way of undercutting this type of moral hazard. Feldstein, supra note 30, at 92–93.
reasonable justification. Of course, there are also redistributive rationales for Social Security: Prior to the maturation of Social Security, poverty correlated strongly with old age. By 1983, the poverty rate among the aged had been reduced to about 14 percent—slightly below the rate for the rest of the population. If public transfer income were disregarded, slightly more than half of the aged would be in poverty. Redistributive rationales have always had some influence on the supporters of the system. However, the fact that the general outlines of the system could be justified without reference to redistribution has made it easier to accommodate it with the classical rhetorical themes of private law welfare jurisprudence.

B. Contributions and Benefits

The evolution of the distributive premises of Social Security can be usefully considered in three periods: from 1933 to 1939, a period that begins with the inauguration of the New Deal, includes the enactment of the Social Security Act in 1935, and ends with the transformation of the program by the 1939 amendments to the Act; from 1939 to 1977, a period of, for the most part, steady economic growth and uninterrupted expansion of the program culminating in the indexation of benefits to the cost of living; and from 1977 to the present, a period of stagflation in the national economy, of the first major retrenchments in the program, and of a general sense of anxiety about it. In each of these periods, private law rhetoric has played an important role in discussion of the program that has tended to inhibit direct redistribution.

1. 1933-1939: The repression of redistribution.

The New Deal's first welfare initiative was the Federal Emergency Relief Act (FERA), proposed, enacted, and implemented with breathtaking speed in the early months of the administration. The initial appropriation was $500 million, a staggering amount by the standards of the time. During 1933, 1934, and 1935, FERA spent slightly more than $4 billion dollars. In 1934, FERA and other relief expenditures exceeded a third of the entire federal budget.

FERA-funded programs were administered by the states under federal supervision. These programs provided a panoply of benefits, including cash grants, in-kind grants for food, clothing, and medical assistance, work relief, and financial assistance to farmers and small producers. Originally intended for unemployed workers and their families, it was extended by the states to "unemployables": the aged, dis-

---

able, and single parents. By the end of 1934, perhaps 15 percent of the nation was receiving some form of relief. Many of the recipients were previously secure middle-strata workers who never before had relied on public assistance. Nearly all FERA assistance was means-tested.\textsuperscript{35}

From the beginning, Roosevelt was wary of FERA, and he seems to have been appalled by it as its scale grew. At his insistence, FERA was abandoned in favor of an expanded, non-means-tested public works program and the Social Security Act programs. In ending FERA, Roosevelt appears to have been primarily motivated by a horror of need-based assistance. In one of many denunciations of public assistance, he asserted, "continued dependence upon relief induces a spiritual and moral disintegration fundamentally destructive to the national fibre. To dole out relief in this way is to administer a subtle narcotic destroyer of the human spirit. It is in violation of the traditions of America."\textsuperscript{36}

The primary foci of the Social Security Act were two social insurance programs: an unemployment insurance program to be administered by the states under federal supervision and funded by payroll taxes collected from employers (and, if the states so chose, employees), and an old age insurance program administered by the federal government and funded by a payroll tax shared equally by employer and employee. Appended to these programs were three categorical public assistance programs: Old Age Assistance, Aid to the Blind, and Aid to Dependent Children, which were structured as federal grant-in-aid programs reimbursing the states for expenditures made on means-tested benefits for these groups.

A critical influence on the structure of these programs was Roosevelt's insistence that the social insurance programs be self-supporting from payroll taxes. He rejected out of hand a variety of relatively radical non-social-insurance plans. One of these was the Townsend plan, supported by a nationwide grass roots movement of the elderly, that would have paid a flat grant, financed by a tax on commercial and financial transactions, to every citizen over 60.\textsuperscript{37} Another was FERA administrator Harry Hopkins' proposal for a kind of expanded, long term FERA in which "relief and social insurance [would] be lumped together [and] relief payments . . . [would] be called social insurance."\textsuperscript{38} Moreover, Roosevelt rejected proposals from a variety of sources that in both the Unemployment Insurance and the Social Security programs a portion of the benefits be financed through govern-

\textsuperscript{35} See J. Brown, supra note 33, at 218–72; A. Schlesinger, Jr., The Coming of the New Deal 266–73 (1958).

\textsuperscript{36} J. Brown, supra note 33, at 165 (quoting Franklin Delano Roosevelt).

\textsuperscript{37} The payments originally proposed—$200 per month—might have amounted to a third of the earned income in the entire economy, but Roosevelt's objection went as much to the flat grant concept as to the amount. M. Derthick, supra note 13, at 198–94.

\textsuperscript{38} F. Perkins, The Roosevelt I Knew 284 (1946).
ment general revenue contributions. This was the practice in European social insurance programs and would have made possible larger early benefit payments.39

As enacted,40 the Social Security program provided for an annual payroll tax of one percent each on employer and employee based on the employee's wages up to $3,000. (The drafters recognized that at least a substantial portion of the employer's tax would ultimately be borne by the employee in the form of lower wages and considered the entire tax as part of the employee's compensation.) The taxes were to be accumulated in a fund to be invested in government securities and ultimately used to pay benefits. At 65, a retired contributor would become eligible for a monthly pension calculated as a fraction of the amount of earnings on which he had previously paid taxes. The actuarial practices of private insurers were used to match taxes to benefits.41 For financial and legal reasons, the program departed from insurance practices in many details, but aside from its compulsory and public aspects, only two provisions struck contemporaries as inconsistent with the spirit of private insurance principles. First, the benefit rate was progressive. Benefits for low earners were calculated on a higher percentage of earnings than for high earners.42 Second, the "retirement test" required the beneficiary to stop working in order to collect benefits.

If the Federal Emergency Relief Act was daring, experimental, redistributive, and disrespectful of the lines that separated workers from nonworkers, the Social Security program was none of these. From a Keynesian perspective, it was a disaster. The payroll taxes threatened to soak up purchasing power for decades before substantial benefits would be returned to the economy. From a welfare perspective, it was little better. The taxes were regressive, and although the payout was progressive, it would take decades before retirees would have been in the system long enough to build up a benefit entitlement of even the size of public assistance standards. Only a third of the working age population, and much lower fractions of women and blacks, were covered.43

The drafters of the Act sought to draw a firm line between benefits payable on the basis of earnings and benefits payable on the basis of need. They spoke of the social insurance benefits as a matter of "con-

42. The monthly benefit formula was a half percent of the first $3,000 in cumulative earnings, plus one-twelfth of a percent of the next $42,000, plus one twenty-fourth of a percent of the rest, up to a maximum of $85 per month. Social Security Act, Pub. L. No. 74–271, § 202, 49 Stat. 620, 623 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 402 (1982)).
43. E. Burns, supra note 12, at 26–27.
tract" as opposed to need, and they used explicit entitlement language in the Social Security title but not in the public assistance ones.

Considered on their own, the public assistance titles were meager and ineffectual. They covered only the aged, the blind, single parent families, and families with an incapacitated parent. They thus ignored many of the nonaged poor who could not be helped by unemployment insurance because they were either unemployable for reasons other than blindness, because they had yet to acquire a sufficient labor force connection to be entitled to benefits, or because they had exhausted their benefits. The massive public employment program by no means helped all of the employable poor and made no provision for the unemployed. Many on the FERA rolls were left without any federally supported assistance at its termination. (Some of these were helped by state and private programs, though usually with very meager benefits.) Even with the categories of people it included, the public assistance titles were ungenerous. By designing the programs as grant-in-aid programs in which the federal government would reimburse about half of state costs, the statute left financing of the remainder to the relatively regressive state tax systems. The maximum grant for which reimbursement would be available was set at a level welfare professionals regarded as low; a provision that would have set a minimum grant level affording "a reasonable subsistence compatible with decency and health" was eliminated in Congress. Federal administrators regarded many of the resulting state standards as inadequate.

The dominant influence on the Act was Roosevelt, and the dominant influence on Roosevelt was a commitment to private law analogies and a concomitant distaste for public assistance. After the inauguration of FERA, Roosevelt consistently sought to minimize federal involvement in public assistance and to extirpate any resemblance to public assistance from the social insurance programs. The Social Security plan initially recommended by Roosevelt's Committee on Eco-

48. See A. ALTMAYER, THE FORMATIVE YEARS OF SOCIAL SECURITY 59-60 (1966); E. WITTE, supra note 41, at 144.
49. A. SCHLESINGER, JR., supra note 35, at 308 ("[Roosevelt] believed that public insurance should be built upon the same principles as private insurance."). Some advisors, such as Edwin Witte, Executive Director of the Committee on Economic Security, shared this view. See Letter from Edwin Witte to the Honorable Carl Curtis (Dec. 16, 1953), reprinted in Analysis of the Social Security System: Hearings Before a Subcomm. of the Comm. on Ways and Means, 83d Cong., 1st Sess. 913 (1953) ("It has always been my view... that the more the insurance features of the old-age and survivor's insurance system are stressed, the less likelihood there is of abuses in the national program. I have favored, and still do, financing the system on as nearly actuarial a basis as possible.").
nomic Security would have paid those retiring in the early years of the program more than the value of their contributions, since, as Frances Perkins put it, "otherwise some would receive ridiculously low benefits," and would have made up for the consequent long run deficit by supplemental general revenue funding in later decades. Roosevelt rejected this plan as a "dole under another name."50

Roosevelt's hostility to departure from private insurance principles was based on both distributive and political notions central to private law welfare jurisprudence. He condemned the redistributive features of his advisors' proposal as degrading. At the same time, he viewed the private law norm as a safeguard against the exposure of the system to politics. After the Act was past, he explained to a critic who repeated the Keynesian and welfare objections to the 1935 Act:

I guess you're right on the economics, but those taxes were never a problem of economics. They are politics all the way through. We put those payroll contributions there so as to give contributors a legal, moral, and political right to collect their pensions and their unemployment benefits. With those taxes in there, no damn politician can ever scrap my social security program.51

The basic premise of the Roosevelt view—that a program creates rights and secures immunity from politics to the extent that it does not redistribute—was made explicit in the New Deal literature on the statute. An early influential example is the 1936 book, Toward Social Security by Eveline Burns, an economist who had consulted for the Committee on Economic Security. Her chapter on Social Security was entitled "Old Age Security as a Right." The chapter on old age assistance was entitled "Old Age Assistance as a Concession." "It is very important to be clear about the difference between the two methods," she wrote. That difference lies in the character of the relation between contributions and benefits in Social Security, which makes it "a contract between the contributing worker and the federal government."52

Burns emphasized the actuarial premises that social security and private insur-

50. F. Perkins, supra note 38, at 293-94.
51. A. Schlesinger, Jr., supra note 35, at 308-09. Martha Derthick has captured a related dimension of this attitude in her explanation of the early Social Security administrators' hostility to flat grants:

Flat pensions . . . would intensify the politics of old age support. Movements of the aged—witness the Townsend phenomenon—would bring irresistible pressure to bear on the elected politicians in the legislature. In the face of such pressures, pensions would get "too big." Spending would get out of control and disrupt the economy and society. By contrast, a contributory program financed with earmarked payroll taxes would impose its own discipline by limiting expenditures to whatever payroll-taxpayers would tolerate. The public would be taught the salutary lesson that benefit payments depend on revenue from "contributions."

M. Derthick, supra note 13, at 218-219.

Of course, a flat pension system would also depend on the willingness of taxpayers to fund benefits. The "discipline" imposed by the contributory system arose from its refusal to legitimate overt redistribution; from its implicit message to the citizen that she should not expect to get back any more than she paid in.
52. E. Burns, supra note 12, at 14.
ance shared. When she came to one of the redistributive features of the Act (the "retirement test"), she criticized it, noting that because of it "these annuities are not exactly similar to those which people could obtain by paying contributions to a private company."53

Burns's interpretation, though following from Roosevelt's vision, was not compelled by the terms of the statute. The statute uses entitlement language in connection with social security, but it does not use contract rhetoric. Because the constitutionality of an explicit social insurance program was in doubt, the drafters separated social security into a tax title providing for the collection of the payroll tax and a spending title providing for the payment of benefits. The connection between the two titles is not explicit; although work in employment subject to the tax is a condition of entitlement to benefits, so that as a practical matter beneficiaries will have been taxpayers, payment of the tax is not an explicit condition of benefits. Moreover, the Act explicitly reserves Congress's power to withdraw benefits.54

Just as it would have been possible to interpret the Social Security title in terms other than those of contractual entitlement, it also would have been possible to interpret the public assistance titles in terms other than those of "concession." This was demonstrated by the New Deal social workers who did not adopt the private law analogy. At the social workers' behest, the public assistance titles of the Act included two provisions specifically designed to protect the autonomy of recipients: a requirement that claimants denied benefits be afforded an administrative hearing and a requirement that benefits be paid in cash rather than in kind.55 In the years following the passage of the Act, the social workers appealed to these provisions as evidence that Congress had adopted their notion that need-based assistance should be regarded as a "right."56

In refusing to adopt the social workers' interpretation, Burns was reflecting the dominant views of the Roosevelt administration. However, Burns seems not to have shared Roosevelt's distaste for public assistance. One gets the impression that her insistence on the distinction between social insurance and public assistance was prompted less by a desire to denigrate public assistance than to rescue social insurance from the negative popular attitudes toward welfare. Nevertheless,

---

53. Id. at 19. Burns passes over the anomalous (from a private insurance point of view) progressive payout formula without comment. Id. at 16.


the cost of this rhetorical strategy was to reinforce the notion that public assistance occupied a lower normative status than social insurance.

Upon passage of the Social Security Act, custody of the new programs went to the Federal Security Agency, which was staffed with people militantly committed to private law welfare jurisprudence. The New Deal appointees, many of whom remained in office for decades, established an ideological and practical commitment to the private law analogy that prevailed through the 1970s. In the late 1930s, and after, they devoted a great deal of effort to defending the social insurance approach against proposals to dilute or replace Social Security with a Townsend-style flat grant program or with an expanded Old Age Assistance scheme. A variety of such proposals were put forward within the Roosevelt administration, often inspired by Keynesian desire to increase purchasing power. In each case, the nascent Social Security establishment argued against such programs on the ground that by divorcing benefits from contributions and subjecting funding to the political vicissitudes of general revenue financing, they would undermine its status as a legal right.\(^57\)

2. 1939-1977: The sublimation of redistribution.

Beginning in 1939, Congress enacted a series of amendments that modified the original premises of the Social Security program. The general tendency of these revisions up to 1977 was to attenuate the private insurance analogy by loosening the connection between contributions and benefits. Congress transformed the system from the original one in which the taxes of each cohort were accumulated during its working life to fund the benefits of that cohort on retirement to a current cost or "pay-as-you-go" program in which taxes of currently working cohorts were paid out to current retirees.\(^58\)

During this period, the program became a central and well-established part of the economic and political system. Its annual expenditures grew from $37 million to $105 billion; from a negligible fraction of the nation's economy and the federal budget to more than five percent of the gross national product and more than 20 percent of the federal budget; from a negligible portion of the income of the aged to about a third of it.\(^59\) In the course of this development, social insur-


ance passed public assistance as the most important form of income transfer. While public assistance in no sense "withered away," social insurance gradually passed and ultimately dwarfed it in size and importance. At the beginning of the period, public assistance expenditures were about three times social insurance expenditures; by the end of the period the ratio had been reversed.\(^6\)

In some respects, the career of the private law approach during this period was a triumph. The ambitions to immunize the program from politics and to protect recipients from stigma were largely fulfilled. The modified private law conception went largely unchallenged among informed observers in government and the academy, and the program acquired a degree of bipartisan political support sometimes characterized as sanctity. Moreover, the redistributive achievements of the program were substantial. By the end of the middle period, social insurance contributed more than three times as much as cash public assistance to the lowest quintile in the income distribution, and Social Security represented more than three-quarters of social insurance expenditures.\(^6\)

Yet, the private law approach also seems to have continued to play a role in limiting redistribution or in diverting it along paths that seem somewhat perverse. In the remainder of this subsection, I summarize how the reforms of the middle period attenuated the insurance analogy, and then suggest how the attenuated analogy influenced the distributive design of the program.

**Attenuating the insurance analogy.** The reforms departed from the strict private insurance principles, on which Roosevelt had initially insisted, in two general ways. The first involved the relation between age cohorts. Those who retired early in the system's history received larger benefits, relative to their contributions, than did those retiring later. Under the original 1935 program, those who retired when the system was scheduled to begin paying benefits in 1942 would have been contributing to the system for only a short time and hence would have built up only a small amount of contributions. Meanwhile, most of the taxes collected from the great mass of the working population would have been simply accumulated to pay benefits to these workers in the distant future. The shift to "pay-as-you-go" principles made it possible to use the tax payments of the large number of covered workers to increase benefits of the comparatively small number of early retirees far beyond what their contributions would have warranted under the original statutory design.

Congress repeatedly increased the rates applied to the wage base in the benefit formula, often without any tax increases. The effect was

---

\(^{60}\) See 1977-79 ANN. STATISTICAL SUPP., supra note 59, at 54.

\(^{61}\) See id.; CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE, BACKGROUND PAPER No. 17, POVERTY STATUS OF FAMILIES UNDER ALTERNATIVE DEFINITIONS OF INCOME 26 (1977).
both to enlarge payments to beneficiaries who had ceased contributing to the system at all and to increase the prospective benefits of workers beyond what could have been actuarially warranted by tax payments.\(^\text{62}\) In 1973 through adjustments to both the benefit rates and the wage averaging formula, Congress indexed benefits to the consumer price index, thereby providing, at no cost to current beneficiaries, protection that no private insurer offered.

The second general way in which the designers of the program attenuated private insurance premises concerned relations within cohorts. The Act increased coverage and benefits in ways that benefited what private insurers would regard as relatively high-risk individuals without increasing their contributions relative to low-risk individuals. The 1939 amendments created benefits for the dependent or surviving spouse and children of a retired or deceased worker. In 1956, coverage was extended to disabled workers, as were benefits for their dependents.\(^\text{63}\) Throughout the middle period, Congress repeatedly expanded derivative benefits both by relaxing the eligibility conditions (for example, lowering the age at which widows might qualify), and by increasing the portion of primary benefits on which the derivative ones were calculated. Since all workers pay taxes at the same rates, regardless of how many dependents they have, those with dependents received more extensive coverage relative to contributions than those without, and those with more dependents received more extensive coverage than those with few.\(^\text{64}\)

The designers also extended the major intracohort departure from

\(^{62}\) Beginning with the 1939 amendments, the base to which the rates were applied became, not the total amount of wages subject to tax earned by the applicant, but the average monthly wages subject to tax. The benefit formula was adjusted in ways that tended to overstate actual earnings. Workers, for instance, were permitted to drop a number of the lowest earning years. Furthermore, in the 1950s, in connection with the extension of Social Security coverage to several categories of previously excluded workers, all workers were given a "new start"—the option of averaging only the number of years elapsed between 1950 and retirement. The purpose was to "blanket in" the new workers, in effect, treating them as if they had been in the system from the beginning by ignoring the pre-1950 "zero" years in which they had earned no wages subject to tax. The "new start" gave all workers a gradually declining advantage.

\(^{63}\) When a covered worker retires or becomes disabled, his wife—if elderly or caring for a minor child—and each minor child become entitled to benefits equaling 50 percent of the worker's benefit, subject to a family maximum. When a worker dies, his widow—if elderly or caring for a minor child—and each minor child receive a benefit based on what his benefits would be if he were alive, again subject to a family maximum. A typical worker with dependents can thus expect much higher payments on his account than a single worker with the same earnings history. For example, in 1960, the average monthly benefit awarded disabled workers without dependents was $91.16. On the same earnings record, the family of a disabled worker with two dependents would receive about $171 (the family maximum), nearly twice as much. See 1977–79 ANN. STATISTICAL SUPP., supra note 59 at 18, 24, 111. While no benefits would be paid on the account of the single worker after his death, benefits would continue for a deceased worker's survivors.

\(^{64}\) Another intracohort departure from private insurance principles was the "blanketing in" of new workers, which awarded them benefits identical to those of people who had been in the system making contributions for much longer. See id. at 16–17; note 62 supra.
private insurance principles in the original legislation—the payout rates that gave low wage workers a higher return on contributions than high wage workers. Successive revisions of the benefit formula increased its progressivity. In addition, the 1939 amendments established a “minimum benefit,” unrelated to earnings, for the lowest wage worker that was periodically increased in following years. The amendments also continued the “retirement test” that reduced benefits at the rate of 50 percent of earnings above a minimum amount.

In the rhetoric of the program’s designers, the rationale of Social Security shifted from “equity” to a “balance of equity and adequacy.” “Equity” meant justice to the individual wage earner, which in turn meant fidelity to private insurance norms. “Adequacy” meant the collective goal of assuring a minimally decent income. The reforms that loosened the relation between contributions and benefits, and increased benefits for low wage workers and workers with dependents and survivors, were explained by their sponsors as steps toward adequacy.

Proponents of this line of development continued to insist that the character of social insurance as a right depended on the analogy to private insurance, but they argued that the analogy could tolerate some departure from strict insurance principles, so long as benefits were predominantly wage-related. Especially in the early years, the liberals differed among themselves about how far the departure from strict private norms could proceed without degrading the program to suben-

65. One measure of this development is the change, during the middle period, in relative replacement rates—the percentages of immediate preretirement earnings replaced by the Social Security benefit. Between 1955 and 1975, the replacement rate rose from 45 to 56 percent for a typical low wage worker, rose from 31 to 43 percent for a typical worker with average earnings, but remained at about 30 percent for a worker with maximum taxable earnings. See Staff of Subcomm. on Soc. Sec. of House Comm. on Ways & Means, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., Background Materials for Hearings on Social Security 16 (Comm. Print 1977), cited in Martin, supra note 32, at 482 n.155.


67. Social Security rhetoric of the middle period occasionally referred to a third ideal that might be called the replacement norm. See PERSPECTIVES FOR REFORM, supra note 66, at 65-66, 82-87. The replacement norm was the percentage of preretirement income that would enable the worker to maintain his preretirement standard of living. The amount was assumed to be less than 100 percent because the worker would have the benefit in retirement of a variety of tax advantages, savings in work expenses, and perhaps reduced consumption needs for some items. The replacement norm differed from “equity” in that it did not relate benefits to contributions. It differed from “adequacy” in that it did not refer to minimal need, but rather to whatever standard of living the worker had achieved prior to retirement. The replacement norm could be used to support the practice of paying actuarially unearned benefits in proportion to past earnings. It seems, however, to have played a role subordinate to “equity” and “adequacy” in the rhetoric of the middle period, and I have not been able to find an explicit defense of it anywhere. The replacement norm expresses quite strikingly the tendency of what I have called the insurance state to turn all the incidents of the status quo into entitlements, a tendency that reached its most developed form in the New Property rhetoric discussed in Part III.

68. Brown, supra note 12, at 4-5.
titlement status. In the 1940s and 1950s, the New Dealers on the Social Security Board opposed congressional initiatives to loosen the tax-benefit relation on the ground that they would stretch the analogy too far. But as time passed and the program became more secure, the liberals became more daring. Eventually, for many, the mere fact that benefits were funded by the payroll tax, were formally computed on past wages, and reflected, at least to some extent, past wage differentials, constituted sufficient wage relation. The liberals stood most firm in opposition to general revenue financing, and they successfully resorted the proposals for such financing that were made in the early decades of the program.

Some critics suggest that the liberals were trying to fool the public into thinking that benefits were earned in private insurance terms. This seems unfair, however. The liberals thought that conditioning benefits on work, and relating them to wages, would be enough to invoke among the public the liberal distributive values of effort and exchange, and, in particular, to deter association with need-based redistribution.

An indication of the success of the liberal strategy during this period is that, until recently, hardly anyone showed any interest in estimating the “equity” and the “adequacy” components. This is not an easy task, since it requires controversial assumptions about such matters as whether to count the employer’s share of the payroll tax as part of the employee’s contribution, what interest rate to apply to contributions, the proper discount rate to apply to future benefits, how wage earners are to be grouped for actuarial purposes, and how one evaluates unique Social Security features such as the indexation of benefits.

Although the recent efforts to separate out the equity and adequacy components of Social Security depend on challengeable assumptions about such matters, they suggest convincingly that the unearned or “adequacy” portion of Social Security payments throughout the middle period was very large. One study estimates that the “earned” or insurance component of retirement and spouse benefits at the beginning of the middle period was only about five percent, and that it had increased to only about 35 percent by 1970. The remainder, from 95 to 65 percent, constituted what the study calls the “welfare” component. A more focused study puts the welfare component of 1972 retirement benefits at 73 percent. Although the welfare component has declined as each successive cohort of retirees has been in the system longer and paid more taxes, it remains substantial and will continue to be substan-

69. See J. CATES, supra note 3, at 70–79; see also M. DERTHICK, supra note 13, at 216 (administrators’ opposition to “blanketing in” new workers in 1950).
70. Friedman, supra note 2, at 25–30.
71. See Brown, supra note 12; Ball, supra note 12.
72. See Parsons & Munro, supra note 24, at 76.
Influencing redistribution. From the point of view of traditional liberal redistributive values, the developments of the middle period had considerable success. Poverty decreased significantly, especially among the aged. The poverty rate was 22.4 percent overall and 37.7 percent for the aged in 1959; it was 11.6 percent overall and 14.1 percent for the aged in 1977. Social Security played the most critical role in this change. By the end of the 1970s, it provided about a third of the income of the aged. Ninety-six percent of retirees were eligible for some benefits; one seventh of the entire population and one fourth of poor families received benefits. The indexing of benefits in 1972, together with the in-kind medical programs that grew rapidly after 1965, immunized recipients from much of the ravages of the inflation of the 1970s.

Yet the liberal social insurance strategy also involved significant disadvantages. From a welfare or need-based perspective, it had perverse distributive consequences. A basic problem is that social insurance targets benefits poorly with regard to need. This is a less serious problem with the aged than with most other groups, since old age is associated strongly with pretransfer poverty. Slightly more than half of the elderly would have been in poverty during the 1970s without government transfers. Thus, even imprecisely targeted benefits are likely to reach the needy in substantial proportions. But the size of Social Security is such that the remaining expenditures by themselves exceed the size of any other income maintenance program.

77. Hurd & Shoven, supra note 59, at 363.
78. S. Levitan, Programs In Aid of the Poor for the 1980s, at 23-24 (4th Ed. 1980).
79. Martin, supra note 32, at 449 (precash transfer poverty rate for elderly in 1975 was 53 percent).
81. I do not know of any estimates of the magnitude of unearned Social Security transfers to the nonpoor, but consider: Burkhauser and Warlick estimate unearned 1972 retirement expenditures at $19.7 billion. Burkhauser and Warlick, supra note 73, at 407. In addition, 1972 survivor’s expenditures, which they didn’t consider and which are unearned in a strict insurance sense, were $9.4 billion. Social Sec. Admin., U.S. Dep’t of Health and Human Servs., Soc. Sec. Bull., Ann. Statistical Supp. 1972, at 122 [hereinafter cited as 1972 Ann. Statistical Supp.]. According to one estimate, 36 percent of retired couples and 18 percent of surviving women beneficiaries in 1972 were not poor before transfers. Holden, Supplemental OASI Benefits to Homemakers Through Current Spouse Benefits, a Homemaker Credit, and Child-Care Drop-Out Years, in A Challenge to Social Security: The Changing Roles of Women and Men in American Society 41, 47, 50 (R. Burkhauser & K. Holden ed. 1982). If these percentages are applied to the unearned expenditures, the result is $9.7 billion in retirement and $1.7 billion in survivors’ benefits, or a total of $11.4 billion as a (crude) estimate of...
concern that an indeterminate, but substantial, portion of these expenditures cannot be justified in terms of either “equity” or “adequacy.” This portion is “the price of rejecting the welfare method of dealing with the aged poor.”

From the need-based perspective, the most distinctive feature of the benefit structure—earnings relation—is also the most perverse. It tends to give larger benefits to people with larger preretirement incomes, who tend to be relatively wealthy retirees. The regressive tendency of earnings relation is partially offset by other features, notably the payout rates that replace relatively large percentages of average earnings for relatively low earners, the “minimum benefit” that until 1981 paid the lowest earners even more than the general rates would warrant, and the “retirement test,” which tends to burden the relatively wealthy. In addition, the shorter life expectancy and poorer health of the relatively poor means that more disability and survivors’ benefits are paid on their accounts. On the other hand, other aspects of the system seem to intensify the regressive tendency of earnings relation. The averaging formula that drops out low earning years, in combination with aspects of the pre-1977 formula that gave disproportionate weight to late career earnings, tended to benefit workers with career patterns (late entry to the labor market followed by steadily rising earnings) especially characteristic of the relatively wealthy. The fact that the wealthy tend to have longer life expectancies means that they tend to collect retirement benefits longer. Although the net effect of these conflicting tendencies cannot be precisely determined, there is good reason to believe that during the middle period the larger unearned transfers went to people who were not poor. In a study of people retiring in 1975, Michael Hurd and John Shoven found that unearned lifetime transfers increased fairly steadily with wealth. Unearned transfers to the wealthiest quartile were between 60 and 100 percent (depending on how they were calculated) more than transfers to the poorest quartile.

This procedure is embarrassingly crude. Among other things, the percentages are based on smaller groups than the payment figures, and the comparison assumes that average unearned transfers were the same for the poor and nonpoor, although the studies indicate that they are larger for the nonpoor. Still, it is sufficient to indicate that the magnitude of Social Security expenditures unjustified by considerations of adequacy or equity was large.

82. Perspectives for Reform, supra note 66, at 59-60.

83. See H. Aaron, Economic Effects of Social Security 78-80 (1982). To the extent that relatively low wage workers are less steadily employed, “drop out” years benefit them, but this effect may be weaker than the one associated with upper class career patterns. See Aaron, Demographic Effects on the Equity of Social Security Benefits, in The Economics of Public Services 151-73 (M. Feldstein & R. Inman ed. 1977).

84. Hurd & Shoven, supra note 74, at 20. The 60 percent estimate was derived from an analysis that considered contributions and benefits on an individual basis. The 100 percent figure was based on an analysis that classified workers by income and apportioned the taxes of

unearned transfers to the nonpoor. This is more than the total amount—$11.2 billion—of cash public assistance (excluding veterans’ programs) paid out in 1972. 1972 Ann. Statistical Supp., supra, at 146.
Moreover, reliance on Social Security, rather than means-tested benefits, to insure minimally adequate income has reduced the progressivity of the tax system. While federal public assistance expenditures are funded from general revenues, derived principally from the progressive income tax, Social Security is financed from a payroll tax that taxes wages regressively and leaves unearned income untouched. As the Social Security payroll tax grew from a negligible portion of federal revenues in 1939 to more than one quarter of them in 1977, the tax system became less progressive. This distributional tendency has been compounded by the income tax exemption for Social Security benefits—a regressive tax expenditure estimated for 1977 at $5.1 billion.

The success of the social insurance approach in securing a minimally adequate income for the elderly, while substantial, has been incomplete. Fourteen percent of the elderly remained poor after cash transfers in 1977. Most of these people received some Social Security income, but not enough to remove them from poverty. For millions of old people, social security had not obviated reliance on public assistance. The principal option available to them has been the Supplemental Security Income program (SSI), which replaced the state grant-in-aid program for the elderly in 1974. While more generous than its predecessor, SSI is not munificent. The federal SSI benefit levels were set at 85 percent of the poverty line for couples, and 71 percent for individuals. These fractions declined somewhat in the late 1970s because of incomplete indexing for inflation. Some states supplemented the benefit levels, and the program increased benefits for most recipients by a small disregard for Social Security income, but in only 17 states did the program purport to guarantee recipients a poverty level income in 1978.

Workers who died before reaching eligibility among beneficiaries in the relevant group. The greater difference between high and low income transfers reflects the greater life expectancies of high income earners.

Burkhauser and Warlick's study, which considered workers individually, found that the unearned component of 1972 retirement payments was highest for middle income workers, although the highest income workers received larger transfers than the lowest income workers. Burkhauser & Warlick, supra note 73, at 408.

If one considers transfers relative to contributions, rather than in absolute terms, there is evidence that rates of return vary progressively, at least if contribution records are considered individually. Freidan, Leimer & Hoffman, Internal Rates of Return to Retired Worker-Only Beneficiaries under Social Security, 1967-1970, in 18 OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STATISTICS, SOCIAL SEC. ADMIN., U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVS., STUDIES IN INCOME DISTRIBUTION No. 5 (1976). In Hurd and Shoven's group-based analysis, rates of return are fairly constant across income levels. See Hurd & Shoven, supra note 74, at 17. These studies do not consider derivative or disability benefits. Including them would probably increase the progressivity of the results.

86. See OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT & BUDGET, SPECIAL ANALYSIS, BUDGET OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT FISCAL YEAR 1979, at 159.
87. 1977-79 ANN. STATISTICAL SUPP., supra note 59, at 60.
88. SENATE SPECIAL COMM. ON AGING, 98TH CONG., 2D SESS., THE SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRAM: A 10-YEAR OVERVIEW 105-07 (Comm. Print 1984) [hereinafter
More harmful than the incompleteness of the response to aged poverty has been the slowness of the response. Well over a third of the elderly remained poor until the 1960s, and as recently as 1970 poverty among the elderly was nearly twice the rate among the nonelderly. Prior to the federalization of old age public assistance, state benefit levels varied widely, and most were far below any plausible notion of adequacy. In the early part of the middle period, the commitment to

cited as The SSI Program]. If one considers that the aged poor might have at least the minimal amount of Social Security income disregarded in determining SSI eligibility (very likely) and that they might be eligible for Food Stamps (likely), then an elderly couple without earnings would be guaranteed an income close to the poverty line since 1975 even in states without supplements. An individual, however, would be left from 9 to 14 percent below the line even with these additional benefits. Subcomm. on Oversight and Subcomm. on Pub. Assistance and Unemployment Compensation, House Comm. on Ways & Means, 98th Cong., 1st Sess., Background Material on Poverty 94–95 (Comm. Print 1983) [hereinafter cited as Background Material on Poverty].

The persistence of poverty among the aged is a function of both the benefit levels and the large percentage—about 50% for SSI—of eligible people who fail to apply. The low participation rates stem, in varying proportions, from lack of information, administrative inconvenience, and cultural inhibitions about accepting welfare. See Mennen, Edwards & Schieber, Analysis of Nonparticipation in the SSI Program, Soc. Security Bull., June 1981, at 3.

I refer to the official poverty measure because it is the closest thing we have to a generally accepted standard of minimal adequacy. Nevertheless, the standard has become increasingly controversial. Some contend that it understates need; others that it overstates need. Compare National for Social Science and Law Center, Measuring Poverty, 15 Clearinghouse Rev. 648 (1981) with M. Anderson, Welfare: The Political Economy of Welfare Reform In the United States 19–27 (1978).

My view is that, while there is substance to the argument for overstatement, it is more than offset by the argument for understatement. While I cannot review the controversy here, I will mention the two most prominent objections to the current practice.

The most prominent argument for the understatement claim is that the poverty line fails to take account of improvements in general standards of living since the early 1960s when it was formulated. The current standards reflect the inflation-adjusted cost of living standard deemed minimally adequate more than two decades ago when real per capita national income was substantially lower. It has been strongly argued, both that a plausible notion of minimal adequacy must acknowledge changes in the general economic standards of the society, P. Townsend, Poverty in the United Kingdom 50–52 (1979), and that the views of minimal adequacy most widely held by Americans do in fact reflect such standards. L. Rainwater, What Money Buys: The Social Meanings of Income 64–93 (1974).

The most prominent argument for overstatement is that the customary application of the poverty measures excludes in-kind transfers. The point has some validity, especially with respect to Food Stamps, which can be exchanged for cash at only a small discount. However, with many other in-kind benefits, the critics’ favorite remedy—imputing income to recipients in the amount of the cost of the in-kind benefits—does not seem plausible. For one thing, since many in-kind benefits are ineffectively delivered, their cost overstates their value to recipients. Moreover, because most in-kind benefits cannot be exchanged, they can be used to meet only a single element of need. Cashing out an expensive in-kind benefit can thus obscure the extent to which a recipient may be unable to meet other elements of need. These objections are especially strong with regard to medical care, the most important in-kind transfer to the elderly. In-kind medical transfers have become large since the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965. Yet few believe that these expenditures have efficiently served the health care needs of the elderly. Moreover, medical costs have so increased that, on the average, old people now spend more (in constant dollars) of their cash income for medical care than they did before the programs were enacted (though the amount is probably lower for the elderly poor who qualify for Medicaid). See S. Crystal, America’s Old Age Crisis 33–37 (1982); V. Fuchs, How We Live 198–99 (1983). Thus, the cost of these transfers overstates their effectiveness in meeting need, and cashing them out, even at a reduced value, would probably lower the implicit allowances for nonmedical need in the poverty standard.
the primacy of social insurance in private law welfare jurisprudence seems to have played a role in holding down both benefit levels and accessibility of old age public assistance. Senior Social Security officials repeatedly opposed initiatives by progressive states, congressional leaders, and the social workers in the federal Bureau of Public Assistance to expand Old Age Assistance benefits and streamline financial eligibility procedures for fear that liberalized Old Age Assistance "would [place] the retirement system [Social Security] in an unfavorable light and [hold] the threat that the assistance program will continue as the primary income maintenance program for the aged."89 Jerry Cates argues that these efforts turned the private law welfare jurisprudence premise, that means-tested programs are necessarily miserly and degrading, into a "self-fulfilling prophecy."90

When one looks beyond the elderly to the more comprehensive income maintenance goals of the New Dealers, more extensive failures appear. At their most ambitious, the New Dealers expected the two social insurance programs—Unemployment Insurance and Social Security—to evolve to the point where they would provide minimal income protection for everyone. Unemployment Insurance would provide coverage for those in the labor market and Social Security would provide for those outside the labor market (with Worker’s Compensation filling gaps in both programs).91 But fifty years later, there were huge gaps in social insurance coverage. In the mid-1970s, Unemployment Insurance provided no benefits to between 30 and 50 percent of unemployed workers, including many of the poorest.92 If a person could not work because of a disability arising from employment, if he was totally and permanently disabled, or if he had the requisite military connection, he might be eligible for worker’s compensation, Social Security disability, or veterans’ benefits. But if he were healthy, or had a partial or short-term disability, and no service connection, his only resource for cash assistance in most states was Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) or General Relief.

AFDC is available only to households with children and is hedged by eligibility restrictions that exclude most two-parent families. Benefit levels in even the more generous states have been low by the standards

89. J. CATES, supra note 3, at 134 (quoting Wilbur Mills). For example, the Social Security Board insisted on intrusive eligibility procedures, such as “home visits” and personal investigations, rather than the declaration system favored by the social workers. The Board also disapproved state efforts to exempt a variety of forms of income and assets in determining eligibility, rejected the social workers’ proposals for “family” rather than individual budgeting procedures that would take account of the needs of nonelderly spouses and children living with elderly claimants, and declined to press states with exceptionally low need standards to raise them. See id. at 104–05; A. ALTMAYER, supra note 48, at 61.

90. J. CATES, supra note 3, at 108.


92. BACKGROUND MATERIAL ON POVERTY, supra note 88, at 100–03. In the 1980s, the percentage climbed well above half. S. LEVITAN, supra note 32, at 46–49.
of several European child welfare programs. Only a few states have guaranteed beneficiaries a poverty level income. In the early 1970s, when benefit levels were at their highest real value in the program's history, the guarantee for a family of four in the median state was about 55 percent of the poverty line, with Food Stamps, available to most beneficiaries, bringing them to about 70 percent. Guarantees in the least generous states have sometimes been below 25 percent of the poverty line.

Poor people who fail to satisfy the categorical requirements of the federally aided programs are left without any cash public assistance in many states; in others they are remitted to General Relief programs that almost universally provide benefits far below the poverty line.

One manifestation of the commitment to the primacy of social insurance is that for many years expenditures on Social Security derivative benefits, a "welfare" expenditure by any strict private insurance analogy, have exceeded combined expenditures on AFDC, SSI, and General Assistance. In 1977, Social Security made payments averaging $129.11 per month to five million children of retired, deceased, or disabled wage earners, many of whom were not poor, while AFDC made payments averaging $79.97 per month to 7.7 million children, all of whom were poor.

Moreover, demographic trends during this period exacerbated a regressive feature of the structure of Social Security derivative benefits. Mimicking private insurance norms, Social Security provides benefits for aged married partners and legitimate minor children automatically on the death, disability, or retirement of the wage earner, but provides no benefits for spouses divorced within 10 years of the marriage (20 years prior to 1977) or for unmarried partners. It provides benefits to illegitimate children only when they are actually supported by the wage earner at the time of his death, disability, or retirement. The middle period saw a sharp increase in divorce, unmarried cohabitation, and illegitimacy. These trends had the strongest impact among the re-

94. Background Material on Poverty, supra note 88, at 77-85. Families with earnings could have supplemented the grant to a higher level, but few AFDC families had any earnings. See Office of Research and Statistics, Office of Policy, Social Sec. Admin., U.S. Dep't of Health and Human Servs., Aid to Families with Dependent Children; Demographic & Program Statistics, 1979 Recipient Characteristics Study 2-3 (1982) (14 percent of AFDC mothers and over 11 percent of fathers employed).
95. See S. Levitan, supra note 32, at 38.
98. Between the 1940s and the 1970s, the divorce rate doubled to nearly 50 percent; a quarter of the marriages contracted in 1970 ended within seven years. Between 1960 and
tively poor and among blacks.99 Thus, the number of people disadvantaged by the program’s discrimination in favor of conventional family structure has grown, and the burden of the discrimination has been concentrated disproportionately on the relatively poor and blacks.100

By the 1960s, liberal welfare administrators ceased to regard public assistance as a threat to the primacy of social insurance. Moreover, the exceptional economic growth of the 1960s and the “peace dividend” from the end of the Vietnam War made it possible to expand both social insurance and public assistance dramatically. The “zero sum,” stagflation society that emerged in the mid-1970s, however, was far less hospitable to public assistance. In this period of fiscal crisis, public assistance programs repeatedly lost ground relative to social insurance, even though they accounted for a smaller portion of public expenditure. Social Security benefits increased by 10 percent in 1971, by 20 percent in 1972, and by 7 percent in 1973 and were indexed (effective 1975) by a formula that immunized them from the runaway inflation of the late 1970s.101 Although the federal SSI payment and Food Stamps were also indexed (albeit incompletely), most states allowed their public assistance standards (including state SSI supplements102) to erode through inflation. The real value of AFDC payment standards declined by an average of 17 percent during the 1970s.103

The tendency to protect social insurance more than public assistance that emerged in the middle period intensified in the following years under the Reagan administration’s attack on welfare spending. Despite its professed commitment to the “truly needy,” the Administration’s first term budgets would have scaled down public assistance programs by more than double the proportion they would have cut social insurance programs. Food stamps would have been cut in half and AFDC by more than a quarter, while Social Security would have been cut by only 10 percent. Although the reductions Congress enacted cut

1979, the illegitimacy rate more than tripled to 17 percent. See A. Cherlin, Marriage, Divorce, Remarriage 12, 23–4 (1981); V. Fuchs, supra note 88, at 27.


100. It will probably take several decades for the full effects of these changes to appear. They will continue to be offset somewhat by the tendency of nonwhites to benefit more from survivors’ and disability benefits because of shorter life expectancies and poorer health. Blacks are currently overrepresented relative to their proportion in both the population and the workforce among survivors’ and disability beneficiaries (including disability dependents’), but underrepresented among retirement beneficiaries. House Comm. on Ways & Means, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., Report of the 1979 Advisory Council on Social Security 129–31 (Comm. Print 1980). The Advisory Committee, which rejected charges that the program is unfair to blacks after concluding that the ways in which it disadvantaged blacks were reasonably offset by the ways it advantaged them, did not consider the disadvantages arising from the program’s family structure norms.

101. M. Dert Hick, supra note 13, at 432.

102. The SSI Program, supra note 88, at 92–93.

heavily into Unemployment Insurance and largely spared SSI, they generally came down more heavily on means-tested programs. Food stamps expenditures were reduced by 13.8 percent, AFDC by 14.3, while Social Security was cut by 4.6 percent.\textsuperscript{104}

If private law welfare jurisprudence is due credit for the political strength of social insurance, it should also bear responsibility for the political vulnerability of public assistance. In the "zero sum" society, the protection of social insurance seems to have come at the expense of public assistance programs better grounded in traditional liberal humanitarian and redistributive concerns. Private law welfare jurisprudence has encouraged or legitimated this situation in two respects. First, it has insisted on the normative priority of social insurance and interpreted its status as a right to imply immunity from reassessment and revision. By thus sanctifying programs that constitute about three-quarters of the income maintenance system, it restricts the ability of the system to shift resources to unanticipated or newly perceived need and pushes the brunt of budget cutting initiatives on public assistance. Second, it has contributed to the political isolation of the poor—precisely the result it sought to avoid. Partly because high unemployment and wage inequality persisted, partly because of increased divorce and illegitimacy, and partly because social insurance never expanded to cover a variety of circumstances, public assistance did not wither away. But earnings-related social insurance programs did grow to obviate reliance on public assistance for a substantial segment of the working class, particularly those with relatively secure employment and relatively stable families. In doing so, it split the income maintenance constituency, leaving only the weakest with a strong stake in public assistance.\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{104} Bawden \& Palmer, \textit{Social Policy: Challenging the Welfare State}, in \textit{The Reagan Record} 177, 184–87 (J. Palmer \& I. Sawhill ed. 1984). Overall, social insurance expenditures were reduced by 6.5 percent, and means-tested programs by 8.2 percent. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{105} The association of superior normative status and perverse distribution, emphasized above in the evolution of Social Security, can also be seen in the other major social insurance program, Unemployment Insurance. Like Social Security, Unemployment Insurance usually has been protected and sometimes even expanded during the period of public assistance erosion and cutbacks since the early 1970s. Yet, Unemployment Insurance is far less targeted to need than Social Security. According to an analysis by Sheldon Danziger, Robert Haveman, and Robert Plotnick, only 20.8 percent of unemployment benefits were paid to the pre-transfer poor in 1974. B. PAGE, \textit{supra} note 80, at 65–66; \textit{see also} Feldstein, \textit{Unemployment Compensation: Adverse Incentives and Distributional Anomalies}, 27 \textit{Nat'l Tax J.} 231, 238–39 (1974) (only 17 percent of benefits paid to poorest 28 percent of families in 1966).

There probably has been a much closer relation between contributions (taxes) and benefits in Unemployment Insurance than in Social Security. Still, there are several senses in which some Unemployment Insurance benefits might be said to be "unearned." First, there are large interindustry cross subsidies, notably from industries with relatively stable demand for labor to those with unstable or cyclical demand. \textit{See} D. HAMERMESH, \textit{Jobless Pay and the Economy} 64–69 (1977). Second, in the late 1970s and 1980s, federal general revenues have been used to fund some benefits in the program, and there have been proposals to expand general revenue funding. \textit{See} Tax Found. Inc., \textit{Research Pub. No. 35, Unemployment Insurance: Trends and Issues} 65–77 (1982). Third, recipients benefitted, until 1979, from a total federal income tax exemption for benefits and continue to benefit from a partial exemp-
3. **1977–present: the "crisis" of redistribution.**

Prior to the 1970s, "[b]asic choices about the distribution of costs and benefits [in the system] were treated as if they were settled for all eternity."106 After 1939, most change took the form of expanding coverage and benefits within the original framework. In particular, with only a few exceptions of small financial magnitude,107 benefits once enacted were not diminished or eliminated. Private law jurisprudence considered this immunity from diminution of enacted, or "promised," benefits an essential implication of the private law analogy.108 It saw diminution as an impairment of contract or a deprivation of a vested right. Some argued that such actions should be held unconstitutional—a claim that the Supreme Court rejected in the 1960 case of *Flemming v. Nestor.*109 All thought that such actions would be bad policy that would undermine the status of the program's benefits as entitlements.

Since the 1970s, however, the private law vision has been threatened by a growing perception that the system will be unable to continue to provide benefits in accordance with the enacted scheme. There have been repeated projections of short term and long term deficits. During the 1970s, steady economic growth came to an end; runaway inflation repeatedly threatened, and Social Security deficit projections came to be linked to the problems of the stagflation economy. Although bipartisan Congressional and popular support remained strong, the liberal supporters lost their near monopoly of expertise about the program. A largely conservative counter-establishment of policy professionals emerged and produced a well-informed and influential literature attacking its basic premises.

The changed circumstances of the program were expressed in 1977 and again in 1981 and 1983, when Congress, for the first time in history, legislated broad scale reductions of previously enacted benefits, twice adding substantial tax increases. The 1977 and 1983 changes narrowly averted imminent large deficits in the Social Security trust fund. The advantages of the exemption are weighted toward relatively high income families. Feldstein, *supra,* at 240–43 (over half tax savings went to top 40 percent of families in 1966).


108. See, for example, the following exchange recorded in *Analysis of the Social Security System: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Social Security of the House Comm. on Ways & Means,* 85d Cong., 1st Sess. 878 (1953):

Mr. [Representative] Curtis: If the millions and millions of American people who have paid the social security tax through the years have an insurance contract, there is nothing that I can say that will take it away from them . . . .

Mr. [Representative] Eberharter: Is it conceivable to you that Congress would abolish any statutory rights now existing in those people who have wage credits for social security purposes?

Mr. [Social Security Commissioner] Altmeyer: No, sir.

*Id.* at 919, 924.

funds. The 1977 change revised the 1972 cost-of-living indexing formula to eliminate its unanticipated tendency, in the surprising stagflation economy of the mid-1970s, to raise benefits by more than increases in the consumer price index. The 1981 amendments made several cutbacks, including elimination of the minimum benefit and of children’s benefits for students over 18. The 1983 amendments made a panoply of changes including a revision in the cost-of-living procedure that reduced benefits, partial repeal of the income tax exemption for benefits, and a long term increase of two years in the retirement eligibility age to be phased in between 2009 and 2027.110

President Reagan paid homage to the private law ideal when he retreated from his 1981 proposals for larger cuts than those enacted and appointed a commission with the charge to “remove Social Security once and for all from politics.”111 It seems clear, however, that the 1983 revisions enacted on the recommendation of the commission breached the norms of the contract analogy.112 Yet, the liberal Social Security establishment supported the amendments. It did so in the belief that changing social circumstances had created problems that could only be resolved through benefit reductions. Many critics contend that the amendments have not solved the problems of the system. They insist that the system is still in a crisis involving threatened deficits and damage to the surrounding economy. Such charges have aroused popular anxiety about the system and have created a high profile policy debate about the program’s basic purposes for the first time since the 1930s.113


111. 46 SOC. SECURITY BULL., July 1983, at 6.

112. One indication of this breach is the fate of analogous amendments to statutory public pension programs in the 1960s and 1970s. These amendments, which were designed either to eliminate unintended distributional anomalies or to reduce fiscal pressures arising from unexpected economic change or tax revolts, were struck down by some state courts under fairly rigorous applications of state constitutional provisions against impairing contracts. See, e.g., Kleinfeldt v. New York City Employees’ Retirement Sys., 56 N.Y.2d 95, 324 N.E.2d 865, 365 N.Y.S.2d 500 (1975). Typically, the courts assumed that the characterization of these benefits as contracts mandated the conclusion that no enacted provision could be modified to the disadvantage of employees who had entered the program at the time the provision was in effect. Of course, there are a variety of contract principles that could support arguments for different results. See, e.g., Spalding v. Rosa, 71 N.Y. 40 (1877) (impossibility); Sherwood v. Walker, 66 Mich. 568, 33 N.W. 919 (1887) (mistake); see also Yeazell v. Copins, 98 Ariz. 109, 116-17, 402 P.2d 541, 546 (1965) (discussing applicability of mistake doctrine to public pensions). But the cases reflect the general association common to private law welfare jurisprudence of right and contract and in turn with immunity from revision.


My characterization of the liberal defense is based on Kuttner, The Social Security Hysteria,
The defenders of the program suggest that the crisis is an artifact of conservative ideology rather than of changes in social circumstances. They argue that the post-1983 system is viable in terms of its original and still widely shared goals and that allegations of crisis simply reflect the repudiation of these goals by a conservative minority. While there is much to be said for this response, I think that the program as conceived by private law welfare jurisprudence is under serious pressure from recent social developments emphasized in the crisis literature. I also think that the viability of the private law approach as a liberal and legal strategy is further threatened by an important development that has played a subordinate role in the crisis debate—the growth of employee pensions. In the remainder of this subsection, I first summarize the issues in the crisis debate and then focus on the pension phenomenon.

The crisis debate. The claim that the system is in crisis rests on four arguments. The first argument is that political support for the system is being eroded by the decline of the “start up” phenomenon. This argument interprets the political support for the system in past decades as a kind of pyramid scheme that is about to reach its limits and collapse. In this view, individuals were willing to pay taxes and support the system because they thought that they were accumulating funds for themselves in old age. Either they did not understand that their taxes were going to pay current beneficiaries or they shortsightedly failed to think about it. In the early years retirees paid taxes only a short while and hence had fairly modest expectations. As long as the “start up” phenomenon persisted, the ratio of taxpayers to beneficiaries was high. The “start up” phenomenon was prolonged by the gradual incorporation of the workforce into the system. As new workers were brought in, new revenues became available that, under a “pay-as-you-go” system, could be used to pay benefits to present beneficiaries.

The “start up” phenomenon is becoming exhausted. There are hardly any new recruits to bring into the system, and people retiring now have made relatively large tax payments and consequently have relatively high expectations. The tax burden on current workers has become much larger. Moreover, the growing strain imposed by this burden has increased awareness of the “pay-as-you-go” nature of the system. According to this argument, realization by current workers that their claims to future benefits depend on “the willingness of future generations” to pay for them has generated anxiety about the system that may lead younger workers to withdraw support. Of course, under any economic arrangement, the claims of future beneficiaries depend on


the willingness of the rest of the society to honor those claims. The conservative argument thus assumes that the greatest security is afforded by strict traditional private law norms and that the attenuation of the private law analogy by the "pay-as-you-go" method has stretched the private law analogy too far.

The second argument focuses on demographic factors. The declining ratio of contributors to beneficiaries resulting from the maturing of the system is being exacerbated by declining fertility and mortality rates. The fertility rate fell more than forty percent between the mid-1950s and 1980. At the same time, life expectancy of the elderly increased steadily. The two trends suggest that the number of workers contributing relative to the number of elderly beneficiaries will continue to decline. This prospect is not an immediate one. Retirees for the remainder of this century will be members of the relatively small cohorts born in the low-fertility rate periods of the 1920s and 1930s. However, beginning about 2015, when the large and increasingly long-lived "baby boom" cohorts begin to retire, the contributor/beneficiary ratio may fall drastically. In 1980, there were 3.3 workers per beneficiary. The 1983 Social Security Trustees' report on which the 1983 legislative revision was based estimated that by 2060 the ratio will have fallen to between 2.7 and 1.3, and the conservative argument insists that the lower estimates are the more plausible.

The third argument focuses on the change during the 1970s from the steady-growth Keynesian economy of the prior postwar period to the "zero sum," stagflation economy in which growth seems more problematic. The postwar designers of Social Security assumed that the basic problems of economic management had been solved and that the economy would proceed permanently within the basic parameters of that period. One of these parameters was wage rates that increased ahead of prices, so that the system could soundly tie revenues to wages and benefits to prices. Another parameter was steady and substantial growth, so that future generations could finance benefits to current workers out of an expanded pool of resources. These parameters were threatened in the 1970s. The historical relation of wage and price growth reversed, requiring the 1977 revision of the indexing formula and creating long-term problems that remained even after the revision. Growth declined, then disappeared, and then re-emerged in the 1980s in circumstances in which it seemed less secure and more problematic. The more pessimistic projections of economic growth suggest that future workers will have to support a benefit structure guaranteeing retirees a constant level of purchasing power from a

114. See V. Fuchs, supra note 88, at 21, 186–88, 196.
115. See Thompson, supra note 113, at 1432.
117. See id. at 391–410; Martin, supra note 110.
shrinking resource pool, or at least from one that will grow much more slowly than it did during the period of program expansion.

The fourth argument asserts that a "pay-as-you-go" Social Security system reduces savings and investment by encouraging workers to reduce retirement savings in reliance on expected (but unfunded) Social Security benefits and, in the current fiscal situation, by aggravating the government deficit. This is a variation on the third argument, since the objection to reduced investment is that it will lead to reduced growth, though the variation makes Social Security a culprit as well as a victim of the problems of reduced growth.

These arguments have fueled a variety of proposals ranging from modest cutbacks to complete dismantling. Most of these proposals are premised on the idea that the private law analogy has become untenable.

The defenders of the system have responded forcefully to these arguments. First, they point out that while there is a good deal of anxiety about Social Security, there is no evidence that the passing of the "start-up" phenomenon is jeopardizing political support for the system. After President Reagan proposed radical cuts in 1981, he was rebuked, 96–0, by the Republican Senate and had to spend much of the 1984 campaign dissociating himself from such proposals. When polled, most people have indicated that they understand the system and support it, even at the cost of tax increases. Although the conservative argument assumes that current workers support Social Security only to the extent they expect to profit individually as future beneficiaries, it seems quite plausible that workers favor it because it benefits people they care about or whom they would otherwise have to support themselves.

The response to the demographic argument emphasizes how speculative the projections are. For example, Lawrence Thompson points out that the recent course of population growth has been entirely

119. In a 1979 national survey of 1,549 adults conducted for the National Commission on Social Security, 43 percent responded that they “object not at all” to the Social Security tax, as compared to 26 percent for the federal income tax and 21 percent for the gasoline tax. Only 15 percent responded that they “object a great deal” to the Social Security tax. Sixty-nine percent would have opposed lowering retirement benefits even if it were necessary to avoid a tax increase. The strength of this response was almost as great for younger age groups (65–70 percent) as among older groups (70–74 percent). Peter Hart Research Assocs., Inc., A Nationwide Survey of Attitudes Toward Social Security 64, 72 (n.d.) (report prepared for the National Commission on Social Security); See also Taylor, American Politics, Public Opinion, and Social Security Financing, in SOCIAL SECURITY FINANCING 235, 248–49 (F. Skidmore ed. 1981) (summarizing polls suggesting “that the public is willing, in principle, to pay additional payroll taxes to finance increased social security benefits for retired workers”). A 1981 New York Times/CBS poll shows lower support than earlier ones but still does not confirm predictions of large-scale defection. Weaver, Poll Shows Americans Losing Faith In Future of Social Security, N.Y. Times, July 17, 1981, at 12, col. 5 (respondents would prefer reducing benefits to increasing taxes, 46 to 26%, but would favor tax increases “if necessary to keep Social Security going,” 66 to 27%).
outside the range of projections made by the Census Bureau in the 1940s and 1950s. The recent trend in fertility rates could be reversed quickly by changes in the attitudes of young adults toward children, government pro-natalist policy, or more liberal immigration policy.

Increasing life expectancy seems a more secure projection, but the 1983 amendments have responded to that contingency moderately and effectively by providing for the phasing in of a somewhat later retirement eligibility age in the next century. Moreover, the defenders suggest that one should look, not just to the worker/retired ratio, but to the “total dependency ratio,” that is, to the ratio of workers to retired persons plus children. The same demographic projections that indicate an increasing number of elderly relative to workers indicate a decreasing number of children relative to workers and a moderately favorable trend in the total dependency ratio. The additional costs of supporting a larger group of retired people thus may be offset by the reduced costs of supporting a smaller group of children.

The defenders assert that the arguments about the economy are unsupported and in some respects non sequiturs. Most economists doubted that inflation would continue to outpace wage growth as it did in the late 1970s, and inflation has fallen relative to wage growth in the early 1980s. Most of the evidence adduced for the claims that Social Security reduces savings has been found flawed or ambiguous. American tax burdens are generally lower than those of European countries, some of which had higher investment rates and more productive economies in the 1970s. Moreover, even if Social Security were depressing savings, it would not follow that program cutbacks would be an appropriate response. Shifting to a funded program by raising the tax to accumulate a reserve would be a more reliable means of increasing savings than tax cuts (which might be spent instead of saved).

The defense has drawn comfort from the apparent political and fiscal success of the 1983 reforms. The reforms have averted deficits so far and seem likely to continue to do so throughout the remainder of the decade. Thereafter, the fund is expected to accumulate a large surplus until the “baby boom” generation begins to retire in about 2015. With the help of the reserve thus accumulated, the currently scheduled
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123. See H. Aaron, supra note 83, at 40-52; Thompson, supra note 113, at 1442-46.
125. Thompson notes that “any other method of increasing the unified budget surplus will have the same effect on saving as the accumulation of Social Security reserves.” Thompson, supra note 113, at 1444-45. Reserve funding has been occasionally urged from the left, and often feared from the right as an entree for intense government supervision of investment allocation, but there is no economic reason why funding should entail this consequence.
taxes (under the Social Security fund trustees' most often cited "inter-
mmediate" economic and demographic projections) are expected to bal-
ance until well past mid-century. After that point, an "intermediate"
projection shows a small deficit, though the "optimistic" projection
does not. It would be foolish, the defenders assert, to radically alter
the system now in order to deal with a deficit as remote and speculative
as this.

Although the liberal arguments are strong, recent events have nev-
evertheless seriously undermined the portrayal of the system in private
law welfare jurisprudence. This has happened for two reasons. First,
the contract analogy has depended on a kind of economic certainty that
no longer seems plausible. Private law jurisprudence, with its commit-
ment to prospectivity, prescribes that benefits be certain and irrevoca-
able. Throughout most of the middle period, this commitment
precluded any major revocation of previously promised benefits. The
1977, 1981, and 1983 amendments stand as ineradicable testimony to
the implausibility of such a commitment. In retrospect, it appears that
the success of the program and the private law analogy in the middle
period depended not only on the favorable economic performance but
on the relative stability of economic parameters. As this stability has
diminished in the past decade, economists have lost confidence in their
ability to forecast, and the public has come to see forecasts as both
unreliable and manipulatable. During 1981, the Reagan administration
used a gloomy economic forecast in support of proposals to reduce So-
cial Security benefits and a different optimistic forecast in support of
proposals to cut income taxes. No sooner had the 1983 amend-
ments appeared to put the Social Security fund in balance well into the
next century, even under the most "pessimistic" of the trustees' four
sets of projections, than the trustees, without any new evidence, began
to speculate that things might get even worse than their prior "pessi-
mistic" projection.

In these circumstances, the defenders have downplayed the impor-
tance of future certainty. During the New Deal and the middle period,
the administration expressed its commitment to private law principles
by projecting and attempting to balance revenues and expenditures
into perpetuity. In 1965, the administration stopped attempting to
project beyond 75 years. In 1982, Robert Ball, a doyen of the liberal
Social Security establishment, responding to predictions of large defi-
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icits in the mid-twenty first century, noted that only four other countries attempt to make Social Security estimates for as long as even 50 years; the rest believe “that so much is unknowable that far ahead that they base current policy decisions on much shorter projections.” He urged that long range estimates not be taken “too seriously.” By the time discussion reaches this point, the private law fantasy of a zone of independence secured by “vested” benefits immune from collective reassessment seems no longer viable.

The second reason why the private law vision is breaking down is that the evolution of the system has strained its individualist premises. The original 1935 scheme was based on a vision in which a worker need have been concerned only with his own welfare. The addition of derivative benefits in 1939 broadened this notion by assuming that he would also be willing to pay for the welfare of his spouse and children, but this remained within traditional private law individualist premises. But the shift to a “pay-as-you-go” system was different. If the liberals were serious about their individualist rhetoric, then, as the conservatives repeatedly pointed out, the shift to current cost financing made the system a fraud. The conservatives’ prediction that younger workers would rebel as the system matured and their prospective returns diminished was solidly grounded in the individualist premises of the designers. Social Security would be a bad deal for today’s younger workers if they were concerned only about themselves, their spouses, and their children. The fact that the revolt has not occurred, even though workers generally have a good understanding of how the system works, thus suggests that the individualist premises may have been mistaken. Support for Social Security may rest in substantial part on a basically altruistic, need-based concern on the part of current workers for the welfare of older people—older relatives certainly, but also perhaps older people in general. And when the private law jurisprudence comes to argue that workers in the next century will tolerate a vastly increased tax burden without any corresponding increase in their own expected benefits in order to support old people because the workers will have fewer children to support, he seems to assume a fairly generalized altruism. By now the rhetorical distinctions between individualism and altruism that have been used to fence off social insurance from welfare in private law welfare jurisprudence are nearly collapsed. It is much harder than it was in the 1930s to see why the principle of need should not be more directly incorporated into the system.

Competition from pensions. The second source of strain on the private law vision has remained generally unacknowledged within liberal welfare jurisprudence, but it seems likely to become increasingly important. This is the emergence of private pensions as a tacit competitor of Social Security, a competitor capable of co-opting much of the rhetoric

132. R. Ball, supra note 113, at 18.
of private law welfare jurisprudence in ways that thwart the redistribu-
tive and humanitarian aims of the general liberal program.\(^{133}\)

Coverage of private employee pensions plans grew sharply in the
1940s and 1950s and then tapered off in the following decades. Fund-
ing and benefit payments of these plans increased most strikingly in the
1960s and 1970s, partly under the impetus of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), and continue to grow rapidly.
These plans now play a large role in the income support of the elderly.
In 1960, private pension payments amounted to about 15 percent of
Social Security payments; in 1980 they amounted to about 30 percent
of them.\(^{134}\) Pension expenditures will continue to increase at a faster
rate than Social Security for several decades.\(^{135}\)

Since 1921, these plans have benefited from tax provisions that per-
mit the employee to defer taxation on contributions and earnings until
retirement (when they are likely to be taxed at a lower rate).\(^{136}\) In
1962, the provisions were broadened to permit the self-employed to
establish exempt retirement plans, and in 1974, they were broadened
again to permit other workers not covered by a plan to establish Indi-
vidual Retirement Accounts (IRAs).

Liberal welfare jurisprudence has long considered pensions as a
complement to Social Security, and the same groups have supported
extension of both Social Security and tax subsidies for pensions. Yet, it
seems clear in the Reagan era that pensions have become a competitor
of Social Security. In 1981, the Reagan administration, invoking the
rhetoric of fiscal crisis, proposed massive Social Security cuts (most of
which went unenacted). At the same time, it proposed (and Congress
enacted) an increase in the tax expenditure for pensions through a
higher ceiling on IRA contributions and a provision that permitted peo-
ple already covered by an employer plan to open tax exempt IRAs. In

\(^{133}\) Though public pension plans have also grown dramatically in recent decades, I
focus on private plans for two reasons. First, because of the greater size of the private
workforce and the less extensive pension coverage in the private sector, future growth seems
likely to be greatest there. Second, the recent tendency in public sector reform has been to
subordinate pension policy to Social Security policy, for example by including previously ex-
empt public workers in the Social Security system and offsetting some Social Security deri-

tative benefits by the amount of public pension receipts. 42 U.S.C. §§ 402(b)(4)(a),
402(C)(2)(a) (1982). As I suggest in the text, the tendency in private sector reform has been in
the opposite direction, toward the subordination of Social Security to pension norms. Nev-

ertheless, the very large unfunded liability in the public sector will require substantial appro-
piations as claims mature, B. Stein, Social Security and Pensions in Transition 113
(1980), and in an atmosphere of fiscal scarcity might well turn out to be in competition with
Social Security. See generally id. at 107-15 (briefly reviewing public sector pension plans and
comparing them to private pensions).

\(^{134}\) A. Munell, supra note 134, at 10-13; Monthly Tables, 48 Soc. Security Bull., June
1985, at 42.

\(^{135}\) A. Munnell, supra note 134, at 10-13.

\(^{136}\) The tax subsidy benefits the worker both by deferring taxes until the rate is likely to
be lower and by giving him the use of the money, interest free, during deferral. See Wolk,


1982, Congress liberalized the ceilings on Keogh plans. By the time Social Security was subjected to the most dramatic set of benefit reductions in its history in 1983, the pension subsidy was the largest item in the Treasury's tax expenditure analysis. Totalling $56.9 billion, this subsidy equalled more than a third of Social Security expenditures for that year.137 The administration's rationale for expanding the pension subsidy was to induce savings and investment, although it seems clear that accumulating a Social Security surplus (or indeed any reduction in the federal deficit) would have been a more reliable means of accomplishing this goal, and the 1981 expansion appears to have been largely ineffective in doing so.138

While some dispute the Treasury's estimate, it is widely agreed that the pension subsidy is substantial and that most of its benefits go to higher income workers. According to a 1977 estimate, "66 percent of the tax benefits for employer plans went to 16 percent of employees with incomes over $20,000" and "those with incomes above $20,000 earned an even larger share of the tax benefits—almost 84 percent—from IRA and Keogh plans."139

There are three reasons for the regressive incidence of the pension subsidy. First, in order to benefit from the tax exemption, one needs to have a pension, which the relatively wealthy are far more likely to have than the relatively poor. Slightly less than half of private sector workers are covered by pension plans; less than a quarter have "vested" benefits in such plans.140 The 1981 report of the President's Commission on Pension Policy estimates that 70 percent of people with family incomes above $20,000 have some pension coverage but only about 30 percent of people with incomes below $10,000 have coverage. According to the Commission, by 1977 more than half of the people eligible for IRAs with incomes above $50,000 made use of them, while only 3.3 percent of the eligible group with incomes between $10,000 and $15,000 made use of them.141 Second, progressive tax rates mean regressive tax expenditure rates. "Deferral is equivalent to an interest-free loan from the Treasury to the employee: the higher the tax bracket, the greater the loan."142 Third, pursuant to explicit authoriza-
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tion in the tax law, many employers "integrate" Social Security with pension benefits so as to reduce their total contributions by some portion of Social Security taxes they pay or to reduce pension benefits by some portion of Social Security benefits the employee receives.\footnote{143} Integration tends to reduce benefits relative to wages heavily for low income workers but to have a comparatively light effect on high income workers.\footnote{144} The general tendency of tax policy is thus to undermine—and quite possibly to nullify—the progressive tendency of Social Security. Moreover, if pensions continue to grow in relation to Social Security, the regressive tendency of the tax subsidy will be intensified.

Private law welfare jurisprudence seems handicapped in coping with the distributive issues raised by this development. In the first place, rhetorically, the insurance analogy seems to favor pensions. They have more of the conventional attributes of private insurance than Social Security, and in the post-ERISA era, they have fewer of the disadvantages that arise from market failure than they did during the New Deal. To be sure, the large gaps in coverage create a strong paternalist objection to the present pension system, but these could be filled, as many now propose, by compulsory private pension coverage.\footnote{145} The most important reason why liberals might favor social insurance over pensions is redistributive. Yet private law welfare jurisprudence portrays entitlement as in tension with redistribution and resists direct commitment to redistributive goals.

In the second place, pension policy seems to be undermining the political coalition envisioned in private law welfare jurisprudence. The embrace of private law norms and the repudiation of the means test was supposed to facilitate the formation of an income maintenance coalition that would unite the poor, the working class, and the upper middle income groups. Yet, just as the continued need for public assistance has fragmented the coalition toward the bottom, the rising preeminence of the pension has fragmented it from the top. As the social insurance system has tended to marginalize the poor in ways that make them vulnerable, the pension subsidy has permitted the well-off to marginalize themselves in ways that enable them to escape even the attenuated redistributive thrust of Social Security.

C. Sex Discrimination

During the 1970s, the premises of private law welfare jurisprudence played a significant role in debates over the relative treatment of men

\footnote{143} The percentage of private workers with pension coverage who are in plans with integration provisions has been estimated at 25 to 30, but some evidence suggests that these figures are too low. See Logue, How Social Security May Undermine the Private Industrial Pension System, in Financing Social Security 265, 273-80 (C. Campbell ed. 1979) (summarizing studies).

\footnote{144} See Wolk, supra note 136, at 445-49.

\footnote{145} See, e.g., President's Comm. on Pension Policy, supra note 140, at 42-44.
and women in Social Security. The participants in these debates rarely referred explicitly to the private law premises, but they usually relied on them tacitly. Again, the influence of the premises seems to have been to inhibit direct redistribution and to encourage reforms with perverse redistributive effects. This influence can be seen, first, in the constitutional challenges to Social Security gender classifications, and second, in proposals for statutory reform intended to achieve gender equality.

The constitutional challenges involved derivative benefit rules prescribing more restrictive eligibility conditions for male spouses of qualifying wage earners than for female spouses. The federal courts struck them down as denials of equal protection under the fifth amendment. In mounting and determining these challenges, litigants and the courts were confronted with the basic jurisprudential issue of the nature of the program.

The issue was framed most strikingly in Califano v. Goldfarb, the 1977 case in which the Supreme Court held it unconstitutional to require that a widower be dependent on his deceased wife in order to qualify for survivor's benefits on the wife's account, when a widow could qualify for survivor's benefits on her husband's account without regard to dependence. The entire weight of the decision (or at least of the plurality opinion) rests more or less explicitly on its characterization of the discrimination in question as against female wage earners. The plaintiff and the Court viewed the provision as affording women a lower return on their contributions than men: "[The classification] results in the efforts of female workers required to pay social security taxes producing less protection for their spouses than is produced by the efforts of men. . . ." Once this perspective was adopted, the provision was doomed. The only defense the government could offer for the discrimination was administrative convenience: Given the undisputed fact that the vast majority of female survivors were dependent and nearly all male survivors were not, the blanket inclusion of females obviated a large number of evidentiary determinations at the cost of a relatively small amount of overinclusion. But the rationale of administrative convenience is

148. Goldfarb, 430 U.S. at 206-07. The mother's benefit provisions at issue in Wiesenfeld differed significantly from both the widow's benefit at issue in Goldfarb and the spouses' benefits at issue in Jablon and Silbowitz. Men were simply excluded from parents' benefits and could not, as with the other benefits, establish eligibility by showing dependence. Thus, the Wiesenfeld classification was underinclusive with respect to male beneficiaries as well as overinclusive with respect to female ones.
149. In the course of rejecting the administrative convenience rationale, Justice Stevens' concurrence grossly exaggerates the cost of overinclusion. The opinion takes the dissenters' estimate of the percentage of nondependent elderly women in the population (ten percent), and
generally an unacceptable basis for a "suspect classification" such as one disadvantaging women.\textsuperscript{150}

Another way to interpret the classification is as favoring women beneficiaries. From the point of view of beneficiaries, those disfavored by the classification are nondependent men. Accepting this characterization would not necessarily save the classification. As Justice Stevens pointed out, even under this view, the provision would not constitute a "benign" (and therefore constitutionally permissible\textsuperscript{151}) discrimination designed to remedy a gender-linked social disadvantage.\textsuperscript{152} Nondependent women would simply be windfall beneficiaries of the overbreadth of an imprecise (but arguably efficient) classification. But under this view, the provision might plausibly be subjected to a lighter burden of justification, and indeed the four dissenters who adopted this view would have upheld the classification as a permissible administrative convenience.\textsuperscript{153}

The plurality explicitly rejected the beneficiary characterization, but in a conclusory fashion. Justice Brennan's opinion noted that "[f]rom its inception, the social security system has been a program of social insurance," that benefits were paid from "a fund administered distinct from the general federal revenues," that "Mrs. Goldfarb worked and paid social security taxes for 25 years at the same rate as her male colleagues," and concluded that "[p]lainly then" the classification of derivative benefits should be assessed from the perspective of its effect on the rates of return to tax payments.\textsuperscript{154} But, of course, this is a non sequitur. As we have seen, from its inception the Social Security Act has separated its tax provisions, which contain no gender classification, from its benefit provisions; it makes no promise of affording a fair return on tax payments. Since the shift to current cost financing, the relation of contributions and benefits had become so attenuated that, by the time of Mrs. Goldfarb's death, by one estimate, about 70 percent of Social Security payments to her cohort represented actuarially
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unearned transfers from younger workers. 155

Moreover, while the program generally has been termed (though not in the statute itself) social insurance, since 1939 that term has had at least two different sets of connotations: the "equity" connotations of actuarial fairness for contributors and the "adequacy" connotations of need-based distribution to beneficiaries. The two sets are so entwined that no aspect of the program can be adequately characterized in terms of only one or the other, but derivative benefits present the strongest argument for emphasizing beneficiary connotations. The 1939 inauguration of derivative benefits was an explicit move away from actuarial concerns toward beneficiary adequacy concerns, and most of the subsequent legislative discussion of derivative benefits has been in adequacy terms. Moreover, in strictly private insurance terms, derivative benefits are a gratuitous return since wage earners with dependents receive this coverage for the same payment as wage earners without dependents.

If the characterization of the classification as discrimination against women seems problematic, the practical distributive effects of its elimination seem bizarre. Under the Goldfarb classification, a surviving husband was considered "dependent" only when the wife was providing at least three-quarters of the couple's income at the time she died or retired. 156 However, dependence alone was not sufficient for benefits. The husband could only benefit as a survivor to the extent that benefits derived from his wife's account exceeded benefits to which he would be entitled under his own account. 157 The latter requirement was unaffected by the Goldfarb decision. Thus, the same income which had disqualified widowers pre-Goldfarb by preventing them from establishing dependence continued to disqualify most of them afterward because it entitled them to Social Security benefits on their own accounts in amounts sufficient to preclude them from benefiting from their wives' accounts.

There was, however, one substantial group of distinctively situated men who were neither dependent on their wives nor entitled to large enough Social Security benefits on their own account to disqualify them from derivative benefits. These were government employees (of whom Goldfarb was one 158) who, until 1983, were outside the Social Security system but who benefited from a parallel and relatively generous public pension system. These men were the principal beneficiaries of Goldfarb. 159 Thus, a decision designed to vindicate the rights of women, or

156. Goldfarb, 430 U.S. at 203 n.3.
158. Goldfarb, 430 U.S. at 203.
159. The principal effect of the March 1977 Supreme Court decisions granting benefits to husbands and widowers under the same conditions as those previously applicable to wives and widows (that is, [without regard to] dependency) is to make eligible for
more particularly, families with working women, actually affected only a small and adventitiously defined subset of such families. Even this effect was largely short-lived. Congress promptly eliminated it with a 1977 amendment requiring that Social Security benefits be offset by public pension benefits.\footnote{160. 42 U.S.C. §§ 402(b)(4)(A), 402(c)(2)(A) (1982); see also Heckler v. Mathews, 104 S. Ct. 1387 (1984) (holding offset constitutional).}

The redistributive effect of Goldfarb was thus initially perverse and ultimately negligible. However, there is another dimension to the case. It surfaces in both the passing distasteful reference in the plurality opinion to “‘archaic and overbroad’ generalizations” that link women and dependence,\footnote{161. Goldfarb, 439 U.S. at 207.} and throughout Justice Stevens’ concurrence. Justice Stevens recognized that the classification could plausibly be viewed as overincluding women beneficiaries rather than underincluding women contributors but nevertheless voted to strike it down. Although he characterized the discrimination as “against a group of males,” he seems to have found it objectionable, not because it disadvantaged men, but because it perpetuated “a traditional way of thinking about females,” one that would “equate the terms ‘widow’ and ‘dependent surviving spouse.’”\footnote{162. Id. at 222–23 (Stevens, J., concurring).} Thus, aside from its distributive effects, the classification injured women by flaunting an image that associates them with dependence.

This view seems to proceed from the premises of private law welfare jurisprudence. It extends within the family the perspective that classical legal thought applied outside it: the one that identifies moral worth with a Utopian image of autarkic independence and sees dependence as a state of unworthiness or degradation. By emphasizing women’s status as contributors who earn their benefits through work and tax payments, it pays homage to the principles of effort and exchange. It impliedly links the entitlement status of Social Security to the aspects that resemble insurance rather than the aspects that resemble public assistance.

The private law approach is also implicit in discussions of gender equity that have generated a variety of proposals for statutory reform of Social Security in recent years. One recurrent complaint is that the post-Goldfarb scheme continues to give married women a lower return on their contributions than it gives to married men. The reason is that derivative benefits are offset against benefits due a worker on her own account. Women whose derivative entitlements are higher than their entitlements on their own account get no benefit at all from their con-

social security benefits a substantial number of men who have worked for the federal government . . . and whose wives have worked under social security.

tributions as workers; they would get the same amounts they receive on their husbands' accounts if they had never worked. Even women with primary benefits that exceed their derivative entitlements benefit only to the extent of the difference.¹⁶³

Now to view this situation as disadvantaging women requires taking the contributor perspective. From almost any version of the beneficiary perspective, Social Security is massively redistributive in favor of women. Women benefit because they have a longer life expectancy than men and hence collect benefits longer (without having to make larger contributions in proportion to this actuarial difference), because they receive most adult derivative benefits, and because, since their earnings tend to be lower than men's, they benefit more from the progressive pay-out formula. One Social Security Administration analysis suggests that 54 percent of benefits are paid to women, while only 28 percent of contributions are received from them.¹⁶⁴

Those who adopt the contributor perspective propose reforms designed to equalize the return to men's and women's tax payments in one of two ways. One would eliminate or scale down derivative benefits while increasing primary benefits. In effect, this would reduce dependence as an eligibility factor and make contributions correspondingly more preeminent.¹⁶⁵ Another approach would eliminate derivative benefits in favor of a system that apportioned credit for contributions during the working life of the wage earner, in the way that pension credits are treated in community property states.¹⁶⁶ These "earning sharing" plans would apportion wage credits so that each spouse would receive Social Security credit for half of the total earnings of both (up to the taxable maximum) during each year of the marriage. Each spouse would then receive benefits on the individual account determined in this manner. With earnings sharing, the lower earning spouse would benefit both from the higher earning spouse's income and from her own work and contributions.

The private law perspective recurs in a more diluted form in proposals for "homemaker's insurance" and "child care credits."¹⁶⁷ Such proposals arise from concern that an earnings-linked social insurance program disadvantages women whose earnings are lowered because of time spent caring for children. Such a system gives women no credit for the socially valuable time spent with children. Moreover, even with derivative benefits, the system is ungenerous to women with children
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¹⁶³. For a good summary of the literature on this and other issues of gender equality, see Blumberg, Adult Derivative Benefits in Social Security, 32 STAN. L. REV. 233 (1980).
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who do not marry, those whose marriage does not last the ten years necessary to qualify for divorced spouse benefits, or those who become disabled before the age (50) when they can qualify for disabled spouse benefits. The proposed reforms are designed to help such women by providing wage credits, funded by contributions from the beneficiary, by cross-subsidy within the Social Security fund, or by general revenues, for parents engaged in child care. The credits would be based on some legislatively specified hypothetical wage base, for example, the market wage for homemaker services of the sort provided by the parent or some approximation of the wage the parent might earn if she were in the labor market.

Such proposals arise from adequacy concerns about beneficiaries rather than equity concerns about contributors, and they drastically attenuate the private law premises of the system. Nevertheless, they address their concerns in a manner that seems designed to preserve private law forms. They assimilate childcare to services produced for exchange in the labor market, and they proportion benefits, not directly to need, but to the effort made by the beneficiary.

The feminist version of private law welfare jurisprudence has two limitations that correspond to those of the more general version. The first limitation is that the private law perspective tends to inhibit redistributions that are beneficial to many women. To the extent that women are, in fact, economically dependent, resort to "traditional" stereotypical images may facilitate the effective direction of resources to respond to their needs. Many feminists acknowledge this fact when they support "benign" gender classifications designed to compensate women for gender-linked disadvantages. The Supreme Court acknowledged it in Califano v. Webster when it upheld against equal protection challenge a "benign" classification designed to compensate women for labor market disadvantages with a more favorable formula for deriving benefits from wages than the one applied to men.

Yet the private law analogy sometimes encourages proposals, in the name of fairness to women, that sacrifice the interests of women who depend on male incomes to those of financially independent women. This is true of some proposed reforms of derivative benefits that would more nearly equalize returns on contributions to men and women. Without a significant increase in the system's revenues, proposals to scale back or eliminate derivative benefits to enhance primary ones entail a large transfer of benefits from dependent women to independent men and women. The effect of "earnings sharing" proposals is harder to estimate, but it appears that such plans, while benefitting women as a


class, would substantially redirect benefits away from many of the neediest women. Earnings sharing plans tend to lower the value of survivors' benefits for formerly dependent widows. While, under the present system, such widows receive benefits equal to their deceased husband's primary entitlement, under earnings sharing they would receive a benefit based only on the fraction of the husband's entitlement attributed to her (plus any entitlement based on earnings of her own). Surviving spouse benefits are the derivative benefits best targeted in terms of need; the vast majority of such benefits are paid to the pre-transfer poor. Thus, the reallocation of benefits under earnings sharing is likely to be severely regressive. The effect of earnings sharing reforms on benefits to spouses during the lifetime of the wage earner is harder to estimate, but here, too, the net effect may prove substantially regressive.

These effects could be mitigated under any of the proposed reforms if present law beneficiaries could be grandfathered and expanded benefits financed by new resources. But this route is unlikely to prove satisfactory. First, to the extent that grandfathering serves its purpose of cushioning current law beneficiaries, it undermines the basic purpose of the reform to equalize rates of return to contributors. Second, any substantial increase over currently anticipated revenues seems politically implausible at a time when the system's current revenue demands are widely seen as overwhelming. Third, while the ultimate distributive effects of such measures on women and on the poor are hard to assess, it is quite likely that they would be dubious by feminist or liberal standards. Funding reform through the payroll tax would increase the regressivity of the tax system. While it is hard to segregate out the effect on women, it is clear that women would be hurt both as


171. The effect of earnings sharing in eliminating the 50 percent additional return on the primary earner's account is at least partially compensated, not only by the opportunity of the second earner to increase benefits by earnings on her own account, but by the apportionment of earnings between two people so as to put a larger amount of average earnings under the higher initial 90 percent step of the progressive pay-out rates. See id. at 46-50. The net effect of these competing tendencies depends on how earnings sharing is implemented. The House Ways and Means Committee's recent elaborate study of one of the more plausible earnings sharing proposals suggests that the net effect is regressive. The report finds that in the long run "couples with the highest present law benefits would have the best chance of getting increased benefits under the generic [earnings sharing] plan, while couples with the lowest present benefits will have the least chance of getting increased benefits under earnings sharing." SUBCOMM. ON SOCIAL SECURITY OF THE HOUSE COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, 99TH CONG., 1ST SESS., REPORT ON EARNINGS SHARING IMPLEMENTATION STUDY 40 (Comm. Print 1985) [hereinafter cited as REPORT ON EARNINGS SHARING]. It estimates that 44 percent of couples in the lowest quartile of present law benefits would lose by the simulated earnings sharing plan. Id. at 41. High benefits do not correspond precisely to high pre-transfer wealth, but, in absolute terms, wealthier people tend to receive higher benefits. See Hurd & Shoven, supra note 59, at 17.

172. See REPORT ON EARNINGS SHARING, supra note 171, at 95-107.
relatively low wage earners and as dependents of male low wage earners.

Some reform proposals would introduce general revenue funding.\textsuperscript{173} Using general revenues would promote more progressive distributive effects. It would require, however, the abandonment of a principle traditionally considered essential to the private law analogy—special purpose fund financing. The distributive effects with respect to increased primary benefits or earning sharing would be, at worst, inversely related and, at best, unrelated to need. The distributive effects of homemakers’ insurance and child care credits would relate to need only in a very indirect and imprecise way. Such reforms would provide substantial benefits to wealthy homemakers, but probably would not benefit women who chose both to work and to raise children, and would provide no benefits to needy women without children. The reforms would not assist needy nondisabled women younger than retirement age. Although the incidence of poverty is greater and average income is lower among the nonelderly than the elderly,\textsuperscript{174} the proposed reforms would require large imprecisely targeted transfers from the former to the latter.

The second limitation of the feminist version of private law welfare jurisprudence is that it tends to measure gender discrimination in terms of criteria about which many feminists are dubious. To many feminists, the individualist premises of this jurisprudence are not so much a measure of male domination as an artifact of it. These feminists conceive of their project, not as enforcing this moral vision in the areas of family relations that traditionally have been exempted from it, but as criticizing and transforming the vision. In the course of this more ambitious project, they have sought to develop an alternative moral vision that repudiates the utopian image of independence, that denies the primacy of the distributive principles of effort and exchange, and that emphasizes dependence, or rather interdependence, not as a state of moral degradation, but as a pervasive, inescapable, and potentially fulfilling aspect of the human condition.\textsuperscript{175}

This recent feminist literature in many ways complements the welfare jurisprudence of the New Deal social workers (mostly women) who lost out decades ago to private law welfare jurispruders (mostly men).\textsuperscript{176} Proceeding from premises similar to those of these feminists, the social workers developed a program that, contrary to private law welfare jurisprudence, argued that need was the most fundamental distributive principle, and sought to establish need-based, means-tested public assistance as the most secure pillar of the income maintenance system.

Many of the feminist participants in the Social Security gender de-
bate embrace the private law norms self-consciously and wholeheartedly. But others seem to experience an ambivalence similar to that of some of the earlier proponents of the private law analogy. On the one hand, they acknowledge that the individualist perspective denies or obscures important aspects of moral life, and they suspect that this failing may be integrally related to the gender domination that they are struggling against. On the other hand, they feel that their practical options are severely constrained by the social structure, and they see opportunities for appeals on behalf of women in this ethic. Moreover, they fear that in a society in which the dominant ethic is an individualist one they will be defenseless if they repudiate such an ethic. They thus appeal to the private law norms for strategic reasons of a sort similar to those that led the New Deal liberals to embrace them. But, as with the earlier reformers, the distinction between strategic and ethical commitments tends to get lost in their rhetoric. Moreover, as with the earlier reformers, the costs of the strategic commitment often seem quite large.

III. THE NEW PROPERTY

In his 1964 article inaugurating the term “New Property,” Charles Reich ignored the long tradition of rights rhetoric associated with the New Deal social insurance programs. He described his goal as the extension of the notion of right to interests in “government largess.” In fact, the distinctive thrust of the piece was more specific: It extended the classical notion of rights as zones of immunity from state power, which was already conventional in the social insurance context, to public assistance. In doing so, it shifted the private law analogy from contract to property. It is not hard to see why making public assistance an entitlement had become important to the liberal program by the 1960s. By this time, it was clear that the New Deal hope that macroeconomic employment policy and social insurance would so successfully respond to economic need that public assistance could “wither away” would not be fulfilled. While the Old Age Assistance rolls did

178. Reich, supra note 15, at 785.
179. Flemming v. Nestor, 363 U.S. 603 (1960), which Reich used to exemplify the disease that the New Property was designed to cure, was in fact an anomaly in the income maintenance context. The case rejected a substantive due process challenge to a statutory withdrawal of Social Security benefits to aliens deported for being members of the Communist Party. However typical this statute was of anticommunist persecution in the 1950s, it was atypical of Congress’ treatment of Social Security entitlements. Even without constitutional protection, Social Security benefits were consistently regarded as rights by all three branches, were afforded elaborate procedural protections, and were more secure against substantive impairment than most forms of private law property.

That Nestor was argued as a taking of property rather than as an impairment of freedom of expression is due to an anomaly of first amendment doctrine—the amendment is held not to protect aliens against important sanctions for the exercise of rights of speech and association. See, e.g., Galvan v. Press, 347 U.S. 522 (1952).
decline with the growth of Social Security (though never to the point of withering away), other public assistance programs, most notably AFDC, expanded rapidly through the early 1970s. The liberals confronted a large underclass, much of it composed of single mothers with only a precarious foothold in the labor market and the social insurance programs.

Reich’s move from contract to property seems related to the goal of turning public assistance benefits into rights. The move was unnecessary for the other two forms of government “largess” that he sought to protect: social insurance benefits and occupational interests, both of which had been defended under the contract analogy. But public assistance benefits were hard to square with contract connotations of consideration, exchange, and reciprocity. This is not to say that there were not theoretical arguments available that derived rights to public assistance from liberty and even contract. But a theorist who took such a route in the 1960s would have been arguing in the teeth of three decades of liberal welfare rhetoric distinguishing between Social Security as contractual and therefore a right and public assistance as noncontractual and therefore not a right.

*The New Property* is a curious product. While it sought to transform the classical idea of right more drastically than the liberal Social Security jurisprudence had, it diluted the classical rhetoric much less. As in classicism, the dominant image of right was a sanctuary for the independent individual against the dangerous power of the state. In order to expand the classical category of specific rights, Reich pushed the classical property notion to a higher level of abstraction. At this level, almost every material interest of the individual could be seen as a potential right, since all potentially afford independence and all, unless turned into rights, remain vulnerable to state power. Thus, Reich proposed that all substantial interests in “economic status” be regarded as rights.

In retrospect, Reich’s analysis involves a paradox. Although it was clearly designed to legitimate the redistributive activities of the then expanding welfare state, and in particular to incorporate public assistance into the liberal rights catalogue, it had curiously conservative and antiredistributive implications. Reich’s analysis tended to legitimate all

180. S. LEVITAN, supra note 92, at 27, 34; Martin, supra note 32, at 464–66.
183. Property draws a circle around the activities of each private individual or organization. Within that circle, the owner has a greater degree of freedom than without. Outside, he must justify or explain his actions, and show his authority. Within, he is master, and the state must explain and justify any interference.
184. *Id.* at 785.
the established economic practices constituting the prevailing distribution of wealth, but precisely for that reason, it seemed to preclude any further redistribution. If all forms of "economic status" were to be turned into entitlements, there could be no subsequent redistribution. In Reich's analysis, as in classicism, the idea of right serves as a defense against redistribution.

This situation results from Reich's refusal to address the issue of distribution directly. He dispensed with classicism's insistence on the primacy of the distributive principles of effort and exchange, but unlike the New Deal social workers and the natural rights lawyers of the 1970s, Reich did not argue in favor of need as a distributive principle. He simply ignored the distributive issue entirely. The rhetorical advantage of doing so was to make it easier to appropriate the individualist rhetoric of classicism. To defend need against the primacy of effort and exchange would have required acknowledging conflicts within the liberal tradition. It would have made the analysis more clearly political and controversial. Through bypassing distributive concerns, Reich created the impression of a distinctively legal program that stood above political conflict.\footnote{185. For an extended version of this analysis of Reich, see Simon, supra note 4, at 23–24.}

Despite its problems, Reich's rhetoric and imagery, rather than that of the social workers or the natural law lawyers, came to dominate liberal discourse about welfare reform. Part of the reason the paradoxical nature of his analysis was not perceived may relate to the economic circumstances of the decade of welfare expansion that followed the publication of the article in 1964. This was a period of large and sustained economic growth followed by inflationary public finance. Both phenomena tended to facilitate the sublimation of distributive issues by permitting welfare expansion in ways that did not require explicit forms of redistribution through tax increases. It was only with the advent of the stagflation or "zero sum" society of the later 1970s that the rhetorical power of The New Property diminished. Once the New Property rights of welfare recipients were perceived to conflict drastically with the old property rights of investors and taxpayers, the distributive issue returned with a vengeance. Having nothing to say about the issue, Reich's analysis was impotent against conservative arguments that the welfare rights had to yield to old property rights.

Given its silence on what is, after all, the basic issue, one might have expected Reich's analysis to have little substantive impact on welfare. In fact, the largest impact of the article was surely in the area of procedural or administrative reform where the article's argument that "right" entailed the control of discretion was widely influential.\footnote{186. See Simon, supra note 5.} Nevertheless, The New Property did have a substantive influence. The influence was less prominent and less important than either the sub-
stantive influence of contract rhetoric on Social Security or the procedural influence of the New Property on public assistance, but it was significant. Rhetorically, the substantive influence was expressed in the tendency of welfare jurisprudence to focus on the policing of redistribution among welfare recipients. On occasions, this rhetoric tended to sublimate or repress explicit redistribution in ways analogous to that of the contract rhetoric.

Before tracing the New Property theme in the welfare rights jurisprudence, I take note of the far less prominent, and largely unsuccessful, career of an alternative approach to welfare jurisprudence.

A. The Failure of a Need-Focused Jurisprudence

The alternative approach was the one suggested by the New Deal social workers and the later natural rights lawyers. It would have found a source of entitlement in the notion of minimum need. It would have sought to develop minimum need as a sufficiently determinate standard to appraise and reform the system.

We get some idea of what such a jurisprudence might have involved from the discussion about the poverty line that developed in the 1960s and 1970s largely outside the legal profession. In the early 1960s Mollie Orshansky of the Social Security Administration proposed a methodology combining estimates of the costs of a nutritious diet with consumer expenditure surveys of other needs for deriving an economic measure of minimal need.187 With subsequent revisions, notably the annual indexation of standards by changes in the consumer price index, this methodology became the principal public standard of income adequacy. It was adopted as an eligibility standard in a variety of public benefit programs, such as Low Income Energy Assistance, Comprehensive Employment and Training Act job subsidies, subsidized legal services, and Elementary and Secondary Education Act grants.188

The poverty line has not been adopted as the eligibility norm in the major public assistance programs, with the qualified exception of the Food Stamps program.189 However, it has been used as a standard for evaluating and criticizing public assistance norms and, more generally, it has become a broadly accepted measure of the efficacy and fairness of government economic policy. During the 1960s and 1970s, the poverty line played an important role in promoting and legitimating the expansion of government redistribution to the disadvantaged,190 and more

189. See 7 C.F.R. § 273.9 (poverty line methodology used in Food Stamp benefit formula).
190. It is impossible to measure the practical effect of the poverty line, but an interesting argument that need standards had an important progressive effect on public assistance standards is made in URBAN SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND ENGINEERING, AFDC STANDARDS OF NEED
recently it has played an important role in the criticisms of the Reagan administration's redistribution away from the disadvantaged. The Orshansky scale poverty standards have been subjected to a variety of criticisms, and few believe them ideal, but they seem to have played a useful role in raising issues of distribution and focusing debate around them.

Efforts to bring this need-focused discussion into the mainstream legal approaches to welfare were largely unsuccessful. At the constitutional level, these efforts were inspired by the liberal jurisprudence of the Warren Court and in particular by Sherbert v. Verner, where the Court held invalid under the first amendment a denial of Unemployment Insurance benefits on the basis of a claimant's religiously motivated refusal to accept employment on Saturday, and Shapiro v. Thompson, where it held invalid AFDC durational residency requirements as infringing upon the right to travel. The liberals sought to develop such doctrine beyond the areas of traditionally protected interests such as travel and religion, toward, first, the acknowledgement of welfare as a fundamental right and the subjection of welfare classifications to "strict scrutiny," and, ultimately, the establishment of a right to the satisfaction of minimum needs that would warrant judicial review of the substantive adequacy of welfare efforts. This program came to grief in the 1970 case of Dandridge v. Williams, where the Warren Court declined to acknowledge welfare as a fundamental right and announced a policy of nonintervention in substantive welfare legislation not implicating a limited number of "suspect classifications" or explicitly protected constitutional interests.

At the statutory level, the effort to develop a need-based jurispru-

---

247-84 (report to the Social Security Administration, August 1980) (on file with author). The report studies the relation between "need standards" (normative standards of need) and "payment standards" (amounts guaranteed to recipients, which are often some fraction of need standards) in state AFDC programs during the 1970s. Both the standards and the relations between them vary enormously among the 50 states. However, the study found a strong positive correlation between the size of increases in payments and the size of the gap between need and payment standards. In both states with relatively generous benefits and those with relatively ungenerous benefits, benefits tended to increase faster where there was a significant distance between the need and payment standards. The authors speculate that, while need standards are highly manipulable, some states took them seriously, and good faith efforts to estimate need often resulted in standards above program payments. These standards in turn, the authors further speculate, exercised a kind of normative pressure on legislators that prompted benefit increases.

Of course, need standards can be invoked against, as well as in favor of, welfare expansion. See, e.g., M. Anderson, supra note 88, at 15-43 (arguing that poverty had been "virtually eliminated" as of the late 1970s and that welfare expansion should stop).

191. See note 88 supra.
dence came to grief in *Rosado v. Wyman*. Public assistance financial need standards are often legislatively specified in a way that leaves little room for judicial interpretation. In AFDC, which is structured as a federal grant-in-aid program, the states could specify eligibility standards subject to federal statutory and administrative constraints. The AFDC title of the Social Security Act traditionally had been interpreted to leave the states wide discretion with respect to the level of financial eligibility standards. In 1968, however, Congress made a rare intervention in this area.

In the late 1960s, some states reacted to sharp increases in welfare applications by cutting financial standards, or more frequently, by allowing inflation to erode the real value of welfare payments. Congress responded with an amendment requiring that "by 1969, the amounts used by the State to determine the needs of individuals will have been adjusted to reflect fully changes in living costs since such amounts were established." Because of the prior practice in some states of distinguishing between need and payment standards and setting the latter as a fraction of the former, the amendment was ambiguous as to whether it required an actual increase in payments proportionate to increases in the cost-of-living or simply an adjustment in the need standards with the states retaining discretion to pay whatever fractions of need they chose. On the former interpretation, the statute created an opportunity for judicial development of a jurisprudence of need. In *Rosado v. Wyman*, the Supreme Court rejected this interpretation and held that the amendment did not require an adjustment of payment standards. Since then, need-focused norms have not played an impor-

---


The Court's holding that the statute did not affect payment standards did not quite end the matter, since the court also held that the adequacy of the adjustment of the need standards was judicially reviewable. A successful challenge to a need standard revision could have a limited impact on payments because some states paid the full amount of need and those that paid less expressed their payment standards as a fraction of their need standards. Although a state ordered to revise its need standards upward was free to maintain the same payment level by a corresponding downward revision in its payment rate, this might not be politically feasible. Moreover, a state might be required to compensate recipients retroactively for past underpayments made in accordance with an erroneously low need standard. In this situation, a substantial volume of litigation followed in which recipients challenged the need adjustment. The cases were often factually complex, both because, given the casualness with which need determinations often were made prior to 1968, it was difficult to reconstruct the precise basis of the prior standard, and because the methodology of adjustment was often complicated and controversial. Thus, well into the 1970s, litigants argued at a level of considerable detail about the accuracy of the adjustment to 1968 prices. *See*, e.g., *Johnson v. White*, 528 F.2d 1228 (2d Cir. 1975); *Roselli v. Affleck*, 508 F.2d 1277 (1st Cir. 1974); *Illinois Welfare Rights Org. v. Trainer*, 438 F. Supp. 269 (N.D. Ill. 1977).

The approach to need in these cases is quite different from the social work or natural law approaches and shows the influence of private law norms. The approach might be called
tant role in federal substantive welfare jurisprudence.\textsuperscript{200}

B. Welfare Rights and the Sublimation of Redistribution

The substantive welfare doctrine that most reflects the New Property view of entitlement arose out of King \textit{v. Smith},\textsuperscript{201} the 1968 case in which the Supreme Court first upheld a federal statutory challenge by a recipient to a state AFDC provision. The \textit{King} doctrine began as a challenge to an oppressively moralistic and racist practice and ended as a highly technical financial analysis. The influence of the New Property premises did not become apparent until the later stage of this peculiar evolution, but in order to appreciate its significance, it is necessary to follow the course of the doctrine from its beginning.

As enacted in 1935, the AFDC title of the Social Security Act authorizes a federal subsidy for state programs providing aid to a “dependent child,” defined in section 406(a) of the Act as a “needy child . . . who has been deprived of parental support or care by reason of the death, continued absence from the home, . . . or physical or mental incapacity of a parent. . . .”\textsuperscript{202} AFDC was modeled on the “mother’s pension” programs of the Progressive era that were designed to enable widows to stay home and take care of their children rather than being forced into the labor market. These programs were conceived and administered with a heavy overlay of moralism that favored the “deserving” poor, which in practice meant the sexually ascetic, monogamous, frugal, tidy, and white. In 1935, the beneficiaries envisioned for the program were a small group of largely white widows. In the post-war

\textit{vested need.”} Instead of considering whether the adjusted standard reflected a plausible estimate of recipients’ needs, the courts simply considered whether each of the elements considered in the prior estimate had been increased by a plausible inflation factor. The basic inquiry was an historical one to find out how need had been defined in the past. Once discovered, the definition was taken as a kind of entitlement largely immune from reassessment except to account for inflation. As with some of the New Property rhetoric I discuss below, the “vested needs” cases that followed \textit{Rosado} interpreted rights in a way that tended to freeze the status quo.

Of course, the focus on inflation was encouraged by the language and history of the statute, but it would have taken a far less heroic construction of the statute than the one described in the following subsection that the Court actually adopted to find some warrant for review of the underlying need standards.

200. Recent developments around homelessness and General Assistance in a few states raise the question of whether we may yet see the emergence of a need-focused welfare jurisprudence in the state courts.

\textit{A few state courts have exercised limited review under state statutes or constitutions of local general assistance grant levels. See Boehm v. County of Merced, 163 Cal. App. 3d 447, 209 Cal. Rptr. 530 (1985); Neiman, General Assistance: A Preliminary Legal Analysis, 13 Clearinghouse Rev. 145, 151-54 (1979). There are currently about a half-dozen such challenges pending in the lower courts in California.}

At the same time, a few state courts have exercised review under the same or similar statutes of the adequacy of local responses to the homeless, and, in a few instances, have mandated extensive relief. See Werner, Homelessness: A Litigation Roundup, 18 Clearinghouse Rev. 1255 (1985).


era, AFDC rolls mushroomed as they came to be an important source of support for a growing underclass prominently populated by black women with illegitimate children. In these circumstances, several states adopted measures excluding all or some of this new group from eligibility.203

The measure at issue in King was an Alabama rule that excluded children whose mother was "cohabiting" with a man. Cohabitation was defined broadly to include the named plaintiff in the case, whose relationship consisted of periodic sexual relations with a man who resided elsewhere. There was a wide variety of grounds on which the Court might have struck down this rule. The plaintiffs had litigated below on the theory that the exclusion was a racially motivated denial of equal protection, and the lower court seemed to think this claim supported by the evidence, though it ruled on broader and vaguer equal protection grounds.204 Justice Douglas, concurring in King, would have invalidated the rule under the equal protection clause as discrimination against the "suspect class" of illegitimate children.205 The privacy doctrine established three years earlier in Griswold v. Connecticut206 might have afforded still another basis.

The Supreme Court, however, ruled on two statutory grounds. First, the Court held that the Social Security Act did not permit a state to restrict AFDC eligibility on the basis of the propriety of the mother's sexual conduct. This conclusion, plainly contrary to the 1935 legislative history,207 rested on a somewhat tortured reading of the subsequent legislative history. Once reached, however, it responded to some of the same concerns as the constitutional theories, and it was adequate to support the Court's holding. Nevertheless, the court felt obliged to add a second statutory ground.

Alabama argued that its exclusion of families with a "man in the house" was an appropriate exercise of state discretion under the statute because such families were comparably situated to conventional two-parent families, which were clearly ineligible. The "man in the house," the state urged, should be regarded as a "substitute father" who prevents the statutory eligibility condition of "absence of a parent" from being fulfilled.208 The Court might have dismissed this argument as a disingenuous rationalization for a rule that the record indicated had other, impermissible purposes, or as arbitrarily conflating situations that were in fact quite different. Instead, it construed the statute to deny states discretion to exclude categorically any child within the defi-

203. See W. Bell, Aid to Dependent Children 60-151 (1965).
205. King, 392 U.S. at 336.
206. 381 U.S. 479 (1965).
208. King, 392 U.S. at 327.
nition of section 406(a), and it construed the term "parent" in the phrase "absence of a parent" in section 406(a) to refer only to "an individual who owed to the child a state-imposed legal duty of support." Thus, a "man in the house" without such a duty of support could not be a "parent," and a child whose natural father was absent had to be included. Had the Court been more responsive to the moralistic origins of the program, it could have responded to the Alabama argument by reading "absence of . . . a parent" to refer to absence of a natural parent and to reflect a concern with the presumed emotional and moral vulnerabilities of children deprived of a natural parent, even where they have a "substitute" (or step) one. Instead, however, it interpreted the eligibility limitation to single parent families as a proxy, not for moral and emotional vulnerabilities, but for financial deprivation. It then reasoned that, since only a person legally obliged to do so could plausibly be presumed to support a child, excluding a child because of the presence of someone not so obliged would undermine the statutory purpose. Although both gratuitous and mistaken, this interpretation was to prove influential.

The next step in the evolution of King was the 1970 case of Lewis v. Martin. California, inspired by the Court's second ground in King, passed a statute imposing a duty on stepfathers and other men residing in AFDC households to support the children, and then counted the

209. Id. at 327–32.
210. See W. BELL, supra note 203, at 3–19 (on moralistic background of AFDC).
211. King, 392 U.S. at 330.
212. The basic mistaken premise of the Court's argument was that the Act was intended to provide benefits under one program or another for all financially needy children. See King, 392 U.S. at 327–28. It was this premise that led the Court to interpret the focus on single-parent families as a proxy for financial deprivation, and to assume that any interpretation of the categorical eligibility definition that would leave many financially deprived children without coverage under the Act's programs would be contrary to Congress's intent.

It is true that some of those responsible for the Act fantasized that expanded employment and social insurance would eventually displace public assistance, but they also contemplated that, insofar as there was a need for public assistance, that need would not be filled entirely by the categorical programs of the Act. The primary responsibility for the nonelderly poor was to remain with the states. AFDC was a specialized program for a select subgroup. See W. BELL, supra note 203, at 20–24.

The Court's approach ignores that the most distinctive feature of "categorical" public assistance programs like AFDC is precisely that they exclude people who are just as financially deprived as the people they include but who fail to meet the status ("categorical") eligibility criteria. If Congress had really intended AFDC to meet the needs of children "unmet by programs . . . for breadwinners," King, 392 U.S. at 328, it could have done so very simply by dispensing with categorical criteria entirely, or by broadening them to include all families with children. The financial eligibility criteria would then have functioned to identify people whose needs were "unmet by programs . . . for breadwinners." Id.

Moreover, the modeling of the AFDC on the mother's pension programs suggests that single-parent families were singled out, not so much because they were likely to be financially deprived (a condition well measured by financial eligibility criteria) but because children in such families were considered morally and emotionally vulnerable. Cf. W. BELL, supra note 203, at 3–19, 27–29 (background of categorical limitation in moralistic "Mother's Pensions" tradition).

men’s income in determining the financial eligibility of the children for AFDC. The state argued that the men involved here clearly met the test set out in King—they were legally obligated to support the children. The state’s position was bolstered by the fact that the rule challenged here concerned financial rather than categorical eligibility. Unlike the situation in King, where the presence of the man disqualified the family regardless of its income, the California rule simply required consideration of his income. Moreover, the King holding was based on the federal statutory definition of categorical eligibility. The federal statute traditionally had been interpreted to leave the states broad discretion with respect to financial eligibility. The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW), however, disagreed and found the California rule invalid. The Act gives HEW broad supervisory authority over state programs, and HEW’s position might have been upheld on a variety of discretionary policy grounds. For example, forcing stepfathers to contribute to child support might hurt the mother’s chances of remarriage or cause tension between the married spouses which might adversely affect the children. But the issue was framed by both HEW and the Court in terms of the King interpretation of parenthood as evidence of the likelihood of support: “HEW might reasonably conclude that only he who is as near as a real or adoptive father would be has that consensual relation to the family which makes it reliably certain that his income is actually available for support of the children in the household.” In accepting HEW’s position, the Court tacitly extended the King analysis from categorical to financial eligibility rules.

The last stage in the Supreme Court’s development of the King doctrine came with Van Lare v. Hurley in 1975. Here King was applied to a New York practice that reduced the grant when an unrelated and ineligible person was living with the AFDC family. While the Lewis rule involved the treatment of income in the financial eligibility determination, the New York rule involved the need side of the budget. New York reduced the shelter component of the need standard when outsiders were present to account for the presumed economies of scale of larger households. While the Lewis rule presumed contributions for the benefit of the child, this rule presumed only that the outsider was contributing his own share of the expenses. The Court carried the logic of the second King ground to a sweeping conclusion: The economies of scale presumed in the New York rule would in fact be present only if the lodger actually contributed his share of the shelter expenses. To presume that he would do so would be tantamount to presuming that a person not legally liable for the support of the children was in fact mak-
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ing expenditures that benefitted them, and such presumption was for-

bidden under King.

Van Lare prompted a substantial body of litigation challenging state
efforts to take account of the benefit (lower need) arising from shared
living arrangements. Provisions were repeatedly struck down on the
theory that they illicitly presumed the availability of income from peo-

ple not legally liable for the support of the children.218 Consider, for
example, the "three generation household" problem. When an AFDC
mother lives with her parents and her children, should they be consid-
ered as one or two households? Since the need standards are struc-
tured in declining increments to account for economies of scale, two
households would receive much higher benefits than one. Under the
King-Lewis-Van Lare doctrine, the claimant could argue that there had to
be two households. If she was 18 or over, then her parents usually were
not legally obliged to support her or her child and hence they had to be
treated as separate from them. To treat them all together would be
tantamount to presuming that nonlegally-obliged people were making
contributions beneficial to others. If the mother was under 18, her par-
ents still were not legally obliged to support her child (their
grandchild), so the child had to be treated separately from her and her
parents.219

The objection to presuming support in these cases is usually framed
as an empirical one: It is not plausible to think that people support
each other without a legal obligation. But one also senses a normative
dimension to the objection, a notion that people shouldn't support each
other or feel compelled to do so except in the narrowly confined cases
of legal obligation. The normative dimension is most apparent in cases
dealing with children's income. Suppose a mother has two children by
different fathers, and the first child has income from a support payment
from the father or from Social Security payments on the father's ac-
count. Should the first child simply be excluded from the grant and the
mother and the remaining child given a full two-person grant? Or
should the family be treated as a three-person household with all of the
first child's income deducted from the three-person need standard?
The latter approach results in a lower grant, albeit a grant of the same
size as that received by families where the same amount of outside in-
come comes to the mother in her own right.

Under King-Lewis-Van Lare, the latter approach was impermissible.
Since siblings are not legally liable to support each other or their par-
ents, the income of a child may not be treated as available to his sib-
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lings or parents. But here the rationale cannot be the factual improbability that the child's income will be unavailable to the mother and sibling. For here, the child's income is fully within the control of the mother, who in most cases will receive it as a check made out to her for the benefit of the child. The mother of course, being legally obliged to support both children, can be presumed to do so. The objection, then, must be normative. To treat the first child's income as available to the family is to deprive him of the full advantage of something that belongs to him. It is to bring about a redistribution of his wealth to other family members.

Much of the logic of this curious line of cases replicates, in necessarily distorted form, the characteristics of the classical rights notion of the private law analogy. There is the basic image of the autarkic individual responsible to, and dependent on, no one with the exception (an afterthought in classicism, prominent here) of his spouse and children. There is the corresponding notion of a few relations among immediate family members as the only natural form of dependence. Finally, there is the notion of right or legal entitlement as in tension with need. Although these cases address need, they do so in an indirect way. They focus on relative need among the poor, rather than on the needs of the poor relative to the nonpoor.

And there is the theme of right or entitlement as something to be invoked against redistribution. Formally, these cases are concerned with redistribution among, rather than to, the poor. They are concerned with protecting AFDC recipients from the danger that other poor people with whom they live will illegitimately redistribute toward themselves. They protect against poor friends who exploit their housemates by refusing to pay their share of expenses, from grandmothers who refuse to help their grandchildren, and from children who expropriate from their siblings.

If we assumed that these cases did not expand benefits but merely affected the relative treatment of different kinds of households, which is all they purport to do, their value would be dubious. This seems particularly so of the child-income cases which leave families in which some children receive independent income better off than equally needy families by virtue of an ethical premise—that a child should not be expected to share "his" income with his family—which in my experience


221. The mother may be legally obliged to use the outside money "only for the use and benefit" of the first child. E.g., 42 U.S.C. § 605 (1982) (Social Security rule). But even if we ignore the practical unenforceability of such regulations and the fact that it is impossible to segregate expenditures for many needs of siblings who live together, such a law would prevent the use of outside income for needs of the mother and second child only if we were to assume that meeting the needs of his mother and sibling would be of no benefit to the first child.
most poor people find bewildering or repugnant. The joint living arrangement cases are perhaps more defensible but still dubious. By preventing programs from taking account of the economies of joint living arrangements, they give larger benefits to recipients who share living arrangements than to those with identical needs who do not. The only rationale for doing this is the danger that any other rule would harm families with joint living arrangements in which the outsiders do not pay their share. There is no systematic evidence of how serious a danger this is, but the sociological literature that emphasizes the extensive degree of sharing among the poor both within and beyond households suggests that the cases exaggerate it.\textsuperscript{222} The most strongly defensible of these cases are those that refuse to presume that relatives other than natural or adoptive parents are contributing to the support of the children.\textsuperscript{223} However, even here neither evidence nor intuition indicates clearly whether or not such presumptions would be warranted.

On the other hand, the post-\textit{King} cases seem considerably more valuable from a liberal point of view if one assumes that they did not merely shift benefits around among the poor, but effectively increased welfare expenditures to the poor. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, when most state programs were expanding, cases that formally concerned only the relative position of recipients probably encouraged expansion. Rather than funding new benefits to successful plaintiffs by reducing those to others, the states expanded the program. Judicial decisions like those in the post-\textit{King} cases, simply by drawing attention to welfare beneficiaries, may well have contributed to more general normative pressures for expansion. But as the 1970s progressed and expansion slowed and reversed, this type of pressure became more difficult to sustain. Under the Reagan administration, when AFDC reform became a negative sum proposition, Congress in a series of statutes reversed the post-\textit{King} line of cases.\textsuperscript{224} Given the fact of cutbacks, these changes may well be justified.

Viewed in the context of the expansion of the 1960s and early 1970s, the post-\textit{King} presumption-of-income cases stand as monuments to a particular style of liberal argument inspired by the New Property vision of entitlement. Its most basic trait is to argue for reforms whose principal value lies in their tendency to increase redistribution to the

\textsuperscript{222} See, \textit{e.g.}, C. Stack, \textit{All Our Kin: Strategies for Survival in a Black Community} (1974).

\textsuperscript{223} Although the cases do not forbid contributions by nonlegally-liable relatives or householders, their practical effect is to eliminate them. If the nonrecipient contributes, the grant is reduced dollar-for-dollar; if the nonrecipient does not contribute, the grant makes up the loss.

poor in language that focuses on the dangers of redistribution among the poor. More broadly, the style is distinguished by its tendency to advance altruistic redistributive goals with rhetoric designed to evoke the individualistic, antire distributive vision of classical legalism.

C. Welfare Rights and the Repression of Redistribution

For a brief period in the late 1960s and early 1970s, AFDC recipients mobilized under the slogan of welfare rights. At the local level, the welfare rights movement consisted of groups of recipients in cities throughout the country, but particularly in the Northeast, with membership totalling in the tens and perhaps hundreds of thousands. These groups employed a variety of forms of advocacy and demonstration to pressure state and especially local welfare officials to provide benefits to their members. At the national level, the movement took the form of the National Welfare Rights Organization (NWRO), with perhaps 20,000 members, links to the local groups, and a Washington staff able to command the attention and respect of the liberal establishment. The national organization’s most important activities turned out to be lobbying the Congress about welfare legislation.

The welfare rights movement had notable accomplishments, particularly at the local level, but all of its broader and longer term ambitions were frustrated. The local groups expired by late 1970; the national organization by late 1972. The movement has been interpreted from a variety of political perspectives, but there is a remarkable consistency among these interpretations. A few of the recurring themes resonate with those of private law welfare jurisprudence. The themes are most prominent in the two aspects of the movement that most preoccupy the interpreters: the special needs campaigns at the local level and the opposition to the Nixon Family Assistance Plan at the national level.

The strategy of the middle class activists who initiated most of the local organizing efforts focused on special needs grants. Many state AFDC programs provided for one-time grants for a variety of items such as furniture, clothing, and household utensils, as well as recurring grants for people in special situations requiring special diets, laundry arrangements, telephones, and other things. Although such grants were formally available to anyone meeting the eligibility conditions, and most recipients were eligible for some of them, few in fact received them. Few recipients knew enough to request them or to appeal if a request were denied, and the local officials informally rationed the grants. The activists’ strategy focused on special needs as an organizing tool. They used these grants as an individual material incentive for

recipients to join the organization. Since they were able to get benefits for many people quickly with a small amount of information and assistance, they recruited members rapidly.

The problem with the strategy is that it proved difficult to sustain. The trick of producing benefits through appeals to unenforced norms could not be repeated indefinitely. Inevitably, the gap between prescription and enforcement was narrowed both by the success of advocacy efforts and by substantive reforms that eliminated prescribed benefits. Members who had been prompted to join by the prospect of the special needs grants had no incentive to remain once they received these benefits. The activists and the recipient leaders who emerged in the organizing drives tried to engage members in activities involving mutual help and political efforts for long range or collective benefits. But as the organizations ceased to produce short term individual material benefits, they were unable to hold their members. The organizations declined as quickly as they emerged.226

At the national level, the movement's efforts focused on the Family Assistance Plan (FAP) proposed in 1969 and revised in 1971 by the Nixon Administration.227 This Plan would have replaced AFDC with a federally administered and financed program of benefits available to all families with children who met its financial eligibility standards. It would thus have made benefits available to two to three million two-parent families excluded by AFDC's categorical eligibility restrictions. It would have established a national minimum schedule of benefits that would have raised benefits in the eight states, mostly in the South, with the lowest AFDC levels. High benefit states would have been required to supplement the federal minimum up to their pre-reform standards. The shifting of primary financing responsibility to the federal level would have at least temporarily reduced the pressure on benefit levels arising from fiscal crisis in several states and might have led to the indexing of benefits for inflation. (The categorical benefits for the aged, blind, and disabled, which were federalized into the SSI program in 1972 on a model that paralleled the one proposed for AFDC, were indexed for inflation in 1974.) The shift in administrative responsibility to the federal level would probably have brought a more humane and responsible administration to many states. The eligibility rules provided for an increase in the percentage of earned income to be disregarded as a work incentive.228

The reform would have involved some disadvantages for recipients in states with benefits above the federal minimum. A cap on allowance
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for work-related expenses would have lowered benefits for a few recipients with exceptionally high expenses (but the increase in the percentage of net income disregarded probably would have increased benefits for a larger number). In some states, the procedure for state supplementation might not have entirely protected some working beneficiaries. The reform involved a work requirement which, while formally no more demanding than the established one, reasonably could have been regarded by beneficiaries as intended for harsher enforcement.

These disadvantages were magnified for many by the fact that the reform was sponsored by a president generally considered unsympathetic to welfare and the poor and was introduced by the administration with a barrage of misleadingly antipoor and antiwelfare rhetoric. Nevertheless, the principal provisions of the reform—the elimination of categorical restrictions, the national minimum, the federalization of finance and administration—had been the most prominent goals of liberal welfare reform for decades. Despite the efforts of its sponsors to portray it otherwise, the Family Assistance Plan was the most progressive welfare reform theretofore proposed by an American president.

Nevertheless, the National Welfare Rights Organization devoted itself to mobilizing the liberal establishment against the reform and, along with other constituencies, contributed to its defeat. NWRO objected that the reform would deprive some current recipients of advantages under the unreformed system. They argued that under the current system they had a "right to refuse work" that the work requirements would abridge. (This was a questionable interpretation of both the existing and reformed work requirements, but the Nixon administration encouraged it.) They emphasized the few cases in which recipients with high work expenses would suffer reductions under the reforms and portrayed these reductions as denials of vested rights. They also expressed concern that the reform would make benefit increases more difficult in the future because, once the system was expanded to include more people, benefit increases would become more expensive.

The widely shared political interpretation of the NWRO's opposition has been expressed bluntly (and bitterly) by Daniel Patrick Moynihan, a draftsman of the reform:

The nominal objective of NWRO was a "guaranteed adequate income for everyone." . . . Be that as it might, the actual membership of NWRO was (by all reports) made up overwhelmingly of black AFDC mothers. In a familiar organizational pattern, it is their interests that NWRO ultimately spoke for. These interests were not those of the working poor. Nor were they those of the dependent poor in poor states. Like the early trade unionists, the NWRO represented the aristocracy of welfare recipients. However bad their circumstances, those
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elsewhere were worse. Nearly a quarter of its membership was from New York, with two thirds from nine industrial states. . . .  

. . . The organizational interest of the NWRO was to improve the circumstances of this constituency, preferably in steady increments associated with crisis bargaining. Any large allocation of limited disposable resources to a new system and new recipients could not serve the interests of NWRO, especially when this was not to be accompanied by any guarantee of a rise in benefits for its membership. . . . At the time of the President's address, AFDC covered only 35 percent of the poor children in the nation: FAP would cover them all. NWRO represented children already covered, and could spare little concern for those not.231

Both the special needs campaign and the FAP campaign exemplify characteristic themes of the New Property. First, there is the underlying premise of independent individualism. In both instances, the theme of welfare rights was invoked as part of an organizing strategy designed to mobilize people by holding out the prospect of short term individual material gain. In both instances, the strategy failed because it could not enlist people to work for longer term and more collective goals. Second, there is the tendency to identify entitlement with the status quo. This was quite explicit in the anti-FAP campaign where the relatively marginal advantages of the unreformed system were treated as vested rights, while the very substantial advantages of the reform were treated as relatively uncompelling. Although one might have thought that it would have been next to impossible for the ideal of right to play its classical role of opposing redistribution in a vision of welfare rights, that is literally what happened in the anti-FAP campaign. The bias toward the status quo is implicit in the special needs campaigns as well. The organizing strategy of these campaigns was limited to appeals to enacted rights. Once the gap between enactment and enforcement was closed, it collapsed. The movement proved unable to mobilize in support of benefits not already prescribed by the system.

The New Property themes of independence and of the normative priority of the status quo are reflected in the dominant political interpretation of the welfare rights movement. According to this interpretation, efforts to mobilize the poor are caught between the Scylla of the logic of collective action and the Charybdis of the iron law of oligarchy. The logic of collective action asserts that people can be readily mobilized only through the prospect of individual gain. The more that prospective gain will have to be shared with others, the less likely that mobilization will occur in the absence of some means of collective coercion to prevent "free riding" or strategic behavior. But the introduction of collective coercion triggers the iron law of oligarchy. Where
there is an apparatus of collective coercion, those who control it will treat it as a means to further their own individual material goals either by exploiting the other group members directly or by selling them out to their adversaries. Both the logic of collective action and the iron law of oligarchy are positive analogues of the classical normative premise of independence. They assume that individuals seek a state of autarky, as the classical view suggests they should, that they join with others only as a means to individual goals, and that they treat power simply as a means to such goals.

This view of politics also has an implication that parallels the New Property premise of the normative priority of the status quo. The logic of collective action seems to presuppose a relatively established structure of material entitlement, and the iron law of oligarchy seems to presuppose a relatively settled distribution of organizational power. This presupposition arises in the logic of collective action because the interests best secured to the individual are those defined by the normative status quo. The more prospective change contemplates a revision of the status quo, the more uncertain the ultimate distribution gain becomes, and the less sure the individual can be that she will not have to share the fruits of her effort. The presupposition appears in the iron law of oligarchy because the leader's ability to treat the apparatus of collective coercion as a means to individual gain requires that the leader have a fairly secure and well-defined range of discretion. Where the established distribution of organizational power is unsettled, either because of differences within the organization or because of the need to remobilize the organization against new external challenges, leaders will find themselves compelled to appeal credibly to interests that they share with others in order to secure the support they need. Thus, the themes of individual independence and the normative priority of the status quo are bound quite closely in the dominant political interpretation of the welfare rights movement.

A somewhat different (but not necessarily inconsistent) way of interpreting the failure of the movement emphasizes its inability to create alliances between people of even marginally different interests and circumstances. The local organizers failed to sustain alliances between people who had unenforced entitlements to special need grants and those who did not. At the national level, FAP, by incorporating the...
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working poor and two-parent families into the welfare system, created opportunities for political alliances between these groups and welfare recipients. But NWRO proved unwilling to risk the relatively marginal benefits of the status quo for the potentially great but more speculative gains such alliances might involve. The welfare rights movement thus involves an irony similar to the one I emphasized in the development of Social Security: The appeal to private law notions of right, which originates in a desire to avoid isolating the poor by associating their interests with those of the broader population, became implicated in strategies that had precisely the effect it was intended to preclude—the marginalization of the poor.

The dominant account suggests that the failure of the movement was a matter of inexorable logic or iron law. If such a logic or law were always applicable, then the rights theme in the welfare rights movement would have to be seen as an expression of it. But there are reasons to doubt that such a logic or law applies as widely as some interpreters assume. For one thing, such a logic or law can only operate in a politics that takes for granted a more or less established distribution. To the extent that politics calls into question the established order, its outcome is uncertain, and it increases the risks that those who engage in it, even if successful, will have to share the benefits of their activities. Such politics can also push leaders to make new or more credible commitments to collective goals.

Although this kind of politics defies the logic of collective action and the iron law of oligarchy, it happens nevertheless. The civil rights movement, especially in the South in the late 1950s and early 1960s, is a notable recent example. The movement produced a mobilization in support of essentially collective goals, such as desegregation and voting rights, that required enormous risks and complex coordination without either strong individual material incentives or oligarchic organization. From this perspective, one might interpret the failure of the welfare rights movement less in terms of a fatal logic or law of politics, than in terms of an unnecessarily narrow political vision, a narrowness paralleled, and perhaps encouraged, by the individualist premises of the New Property notion of welfare rights.

IV. JURISPRUDENCE, POLICY, AND POLITICS

Private law welfare jurisprudence can be criticized from at least two perspectives. First, there is a jurisprudential critique which challenges the classical portrayal of private law norms as constituting a realm of autarkic freedom and the corresponding association of public law

---
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norms with collective coercion, a portrayal adopted with modification by private law welfare jurisprudence. This jurisprudence emphasizes the pervasiveness of collective coercion in private law and the ways in which public norms can be understood as serving autonomy. It also challenges the ethical connotations of the private law rhetoric. It suggests that the rhetoric arbitrarily privileges a single dimension of the self, that it ignores the extent to which interdependence is not only practically inescapable, but also a vital aspect of human fulfillment.

I do not intend to pursue this critique here, since it has been developed in the liberal jurisprudence of the Progressive/New Deal periods, the New Deal social workers' theories of welfare entitlement, and contemporary feminist theory. Instead, I want to pursue some themes of a second critique, one that views private law welfare jurisprudence as a political strategy to advance the redistributive and humanitarian goals of the general liberal program.

The liberal welfare jurisprudences have often recognized the jurisprudential and ethical deficiencies of the private law vision but argued that they were compensated by the advantages of the vision as a ideology. In this view, they have underestimated important limitations of the private law approach. First, the private law approach devalues means testing, and means testing is considerably more useful than the liberals have tended to acknowledge. Second, private law rhetoric has tended to discourage the integration of welfare reform with political organization and with work.

A. The Utility of Means Testing

There are three general approaches to determining income transfer benefits: earnings relation, flat grants, and means testing. The advantage of means testing over the other two is that it targets benefits most efficiently in terms of need. Since earnings do not correlate directly with need and since flat grants go to everyone in the same categorical circumstances regardless of income or wealth, these modes of transfers are expensive and wasteful relative to need.

How expensive and wasteful they are depends on the pretransfer distribution of income. With a relatively high degree of pretransfer equality, earnings related benefits and flat grants involve less inefficiency than they do with relatively low pretransfer equality. In their enthusiasm for the extensive nonmeans tested benefits of some European welfare systems, liberal welfare reformers have occasionally ignored the widely varying effects of pretransfer distributions on such programs. For example, in Sweden, due substantially to government and union income and full employment policy, earnings are relatively
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equally distributed. In this situation, earnings-related and flat grant transfers are not grossly overbroad with respect to need, and a fairly egalitarian post-transfer distribution can be achieved with minimal reliance on means testing. By contrast, in France, which is sometimes admired for dispensing almost completely with means testing, things are quite different. The pretransfer distribution is relatively unequal, and in consequence, a massive nonmeans tested welfare system contributes to a post-transfer distribution that is perhaps the least equal of all the wealthy European countries.239

The pretransfer distribution in America has been relatively unequal and has been getting more so in recent years.240 It has never been part of the mainstream liberal program to reduce this inequality directly through an income policy. Unionization and full employment, which have been on the liberal agenda, might have reduced it indirectly, but compared to the wealthier European countries, neither policy has been pursued vigorously enough to have a dramatic distributive effect.241 Thus, the burden of achieving distributive goals has been placed largely on the tax and welfare systems. In these circumstances, the costs of dispensing with means testing have been exceptionally high.242

A central effect of the aversion to means testing expressed in private law welfare jurisprudence has been to encourage the overdevelopment of social insurance relative to public assistance. A strong case can be made, supported by European comparisons, that both social insurance and public assistance are underdeveloped in America.243 But whatever the proper size of the entire system, public assistance should have played a relatively larger role than it has.

Hypothesizing about alternative courses of development entails the speculative difficulties of all counterfactual theorizing. Moreover, the course of development that has occurred has limited to a substantial extent the possible scope of current reform. Nevertheless, a broad range of reforms that remain plausible illustrates the virtues of a perspective less constrained by aversion to means testing than private law


242. The redistributive inefficiency of flat grants in the American context, while substantial, would be less than that of earnings related benefits. For elaborate but inconclusive efforts to compare flat grants and means tested benefits in terms of several dimensions of efficiency, including labor supply effects, see the essays in INCOME-TESTED TRANSFER PROGRAMS: THE CASE FOR AND AGAINST 175-324 (I. Garfinkel ed. 1982).

welfare jurisprudence. Take, for example, a recent proposal by Alicia Munnell and Laura Stiglin for the joint reform of Social Security and SSI. The proposal is a useful illustration because it would not require any changes outside the income maintenance system, and it seems subject to few objections other than those that arise from the central premises of private law welfare jurisprudence.

Munnell and Stiglin would scale down Social Security by eliminating derivative benefits, replace the progressive payout rates with a uniform percentage of average earnings, and institute an earnings sharing procedure that would credit each member of a couple with half the couple's total earnings. At the same time, they would scale up the SSI program by raising benefit levels to at least the poverty line and by providing for a 25 percent disregard of Social Security income (so that SSI benefits would be reduced by only 75 cents for each dollar of Social Security income). Their preliminary calculations suggest that the reforms would leave substantially unchanged the rates at which primary benefits replace average wages for both high and medium income range wage earners and would substantially raise the joint Social Security/SSI replacement rate for low range earners, in the case of single people, by nearly 50 percent. Most of the losers would be women, but given the high incidence of poverty among aged women, a large majority of the gainers would also be women, and all of the gainers would be poorer than the losers. Divorced women would benefit from the earnings sharing feature because it would enable them to retain their attributed earnings credits after divorce. The earnings sharing feature would also rectify the anomaly of the current system whereby one-earner couples receive higher benefits than two-earner couples with the same total income.

The liberal critics of this proposal have invoked the traditional themes of private law welfare jurisprudence. They object, first, that the expanded means testing will bring increased degradation to the poor; second, that increased reliance on public assistance will exacerbate the marginalization of the poor, and third, that the reform will deprive beneficiaries of the current system of what should be regarded as vested rights.

The first claim—that the means test, because of its explicit connotations of dependence, is necessarily degrading—strikes me as simply wrong. To begin with, the claim has to be qualified to recognize that many of the degrading practices traditionally associated with public assistance were a function of the way the programs were administered.
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The punitive moralism, the routine invasion of privacy, and the unrestrained discretion emphasized in the critiques of welfare administration are not inherent in the idea of means-tested assistance. Properly administered—for example, on the model of the federal income tax system (which involves an inverted means test)—a means-tested welfare program could eliminate them. Private law welfare jurisprudence has sometimes recognized this, but it has still insisted that dependence is culturally linked to connotations of contempt and degradation too strong to be neutralized by administrative reform.

It seems to me that this claim takes a distorted view of American culture and even of the contemporary welfare system. The New Deal jurisprudes tended to characterize the cultural parameters they faced in the terms of classical legalism and Social Darwinism. In doing so, they ignored a variety of competing traditions in which altruistic concerns figured prominently, for example, the tradition of cooperative worker association expressed in the 19th century “mutual aid” societies, the agrarian cooperative movement, and the big city political machine. Each of these movements was associated with social visions that emphasized solidarity and need-based distribution. This was particularly true of the mutual aid societies, which operated insurance plans that defied actuarial conventions in order to redistribute to the needy with minimal regard to contributions, and the political machines, which regarded the provision of need-based public assistance as one of their central functions. Each of these traditions survived at the time of the New Deal, and constituencies associated with each formed part of the New Deal electoral coalition. A welfare program committed to more explicit redistribution would have had considerably more cultural resources to draw upon than the private law jurisprudes acknowledged.

Moreover, the history of American welfare contradicts the claim that dependence and degradation are inextricably linked. If dependence were considered inherently degrading, one would expect the most dependent welfare recipients to be treated worst, but, in fact, the opposite has generally been the case. The most dependent beneficiaries have generally been treated best, in terms of both generosity of benefits and manner of administration. Among adults, for example, the blind usually have been treated best, followed first by the elderly and disabled, and then, usually at a great distance by able-bodied, working-age people. There has been strong support, especially in recent years, for relatively generous and humanely administered programs for such obviously dependent people as those with severe physical handicaps and
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These facts suggest that unambiguous dependence is not regarded as degrading or contemptible per se. Popular contempt for beneficiaries has focused largely on able-bodied, working-age adults, and it seems to be based, not on dependence, but on two related factors.

One factor is the widespread sense that the dependence of many welfare claimants is unreal or exaggerated, that the claimant could be self-supporting but for a failure of will or integrity. This concern is generally not applicable to the elderly, since the culture tends to excuse them from work. Thus, it ought not to be an objection to proposals such as Munnell’s and Stiglin’s for the reform of old age benefits. The concern does apply to working-age claimants, but it applies in social insurance as well as public assistance, and there are plausible programmatic responses to it, such as work incentives and requirements. The other factor that seems to underlie the attitudes usually attributed to contempt for dependence is racial, ethnic, and class prejudice against the kinds of people who happen to be poor. But this is not a factor that a liberal political strategy can afford to take for granted.

The second objection to the relative expansion of public assistance asserts that it increases reliance on the most politically insecure type of program. Yet, the political insecurity of public assistance is in substantial part an artifact of the private law strategy itself. The liberal attempt to avoid marginalizing the poor by integrating them into a social insurance constituency with the middle class backfired. The social insurance programs never grew to obviate reliance on public assistance, but they have provided many with a substantially unearned immunity from some vicissitudes of need that has permitted them to remain indifferent to public assistance. Welfare jurisprudence has encouraged in social insurance beneficiaries a smugness toward their economic position and an aloofness from those who depend on public assistance.

In these circumstances, the most promising approach to remedying the marginalization of those who depend on public assistance is not to shrink this constituency but to expand it, to require that transfers grounded on considerations of need be accomplished through an explicitly need-based program. As Munnel and Stiglin suggest, a dramatic increase in the number of public assistance recipients might increase the social acceptability of receiving welfare. It might also increase the political support for it.

The third liberal objection to reforms such as Munnell’s and Stiglin’s is that they deprive beneficiaries of what should be regarded as a vested right. Any major reform should take account, through transitional or grandfathering provisions, of the extent to which people may


have actually relied to their detriment on expectations based on the rules in force. But the objection goes far beyond concern about actual reliance to suggest that all the elements of the status quo should be regarded as having an important moral status. Yet, once one separates out concerns about reliance and recognizes how weakly grounded much social insurance is in distributive principles, the argument for vested entitlement seems to rest on an indiscriminate and quite conservative attachment to the status quo. That liberals should object to reforms consistent with traditional liberal distributive principles on the basis of such an attachment seems ironically inappropriate.

Finally, we should consider another objection to the expansion of public assistance that has not figured prominently in liberal welfare discourse but has been prominent in the writings of conservative critics of the welfare system. The concern is that public assistance creates strong work disincentives. A program that counts earnings fully against financial eligibility standards creates an implicit 100 percent tax on earnings; a program that lowers the tax by disregarding a portion of earned income is proportionately more expensive and less efficient in targeting benefits in relation to need. Although there are strong nonfinancial incentives to work, elaborate experiments with negative income tax proposals in the 1970s convinced many that the financial disincentives were strong enough that a large portion of the cost of expanded public assistance would be required either to fund income disregards to avoid decreased work effort or to replace income lost as a result of decreased work effort.

Most people do not regard such concerns as applicable to programs for the elderly; thus, they are not a strong objection to the Munnell-Stiglin proposal. The extent of the disincentive effects of expanding public assistance for the non-elderly is far less clear than many recent critics of the welfare system have asserted. But insofar as work disincentives are a likely problem, the best response, as the Carter administration’s welfare reform proposal recognized, is to rely less on income disregards and more on work requirements, preferably supplemented by a job creation program.

254. E.g., M. Anderson, supra note 88, at 87-132.
255. See Bishop, The Welfare Brief (Book Review), 53 Pub. Interest 169 (1978) (criticizing M. Anderson, supra note 88). The conclusions drawn from the negative income tax experiments will have to be reconsidered in light of the surprisingly small work reduction effect of the sharp increase in implicit tax rates resulting from the 1981 cuts in AFDC initiated by the Reagan administration. See U.S. Gen. Accounting Office, An Evaluation of the 1981 AFDC Changes: Initial Analysis (April 2, 1984) (GAO/FLED-84-6). While the recent events are not directly comparable to the experiments, they contradict many expectations drawn from those experiments.
256. See Lurie, Work Requirements In Income-Conditioned Transfer Programs, 52 Soc. Serv. Rev. 551, 561-63 (1978). Some commentators doubt that work requirements, in the absence of a jobs program, are viable. See, e.g., Goodwin, The Case Against Work Requirements, 36 Pub. Welfare 39 (1978). However, most prior experience with them in public assistance has involved populations with more limited employment potential than the one involved in the negative income tax experiments. In any event, whatever the labor disincentive effects of public
B. Organizing and Work

In the 1960s and early 1970s, the theme of welfare rights was associated with a distinctive approach to politics. The essence of this approach is disruptive protest in support of demands for benefits from the state. In retrospect, this approach has severe limitations. At its most successful, it leads to the expansion of the state without giving the protesters participation in, or control over, it (or any obligation to submit their indirect influence to the discipline of democratic procedure). Moreover, such success is likely to be temporary, since welfare expansion unaccompanied by changes in the rest of the economy is liable to create fiscal crisis and backlash. Although a full critique of this approach to politics is beyond the scope of this paper, I want to suggest briefly some ways in which the jurisprudential deficiencies of private law welfare jurisprudence parallel and contribute to the two principal deficiencies of this political approach: its failure to integrate the politics of welfare expansion with broader forms of politics and its failure to integrate welfare reforms with reforms in the system of production, and in particular, with work.

1. Organizing.

Consider an alternative approach to poor people’s politics. Instead of simply making demands on the state for benefits, it would seek direct influence over it. Instead of relying solely on disruptive protest and appeals to the courts, it would try to link these activities to political organizing and electoral politics. One element of this approach would be the bartering of electoral support for representation within the state and state assistance in strengthening popular organization. We get some idea of the advantages and disadvantages of this approach from the corporatist political institutions of Europe and Latin America. But we need not look so far. The pre-New Deal urban political machine had some of the qualities of this style of politics. And, in the liberal reform proposals of the 1960s, there was at least one model, albeit an ambiguous and unrealized one, for a politics of this kind—the Community Action Programs sponsored by the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964.

The Community Action Programs (CAPs) were federally sponsored organizations in low income communities. Although the CAPs represented different things to different people, they were widely understood as intended to increase access to, and participation in, the local assistance, they are unlikely to be a basis for preferring social insurance to public assistance, since the former also has labor disincentive problems. See S. Danziger, R. Haveman & R. Plotnick, supra note 80, at 988–93.

257. Piven and Cloward explicitly defend this vision of poor people’s politics. F. PIVEN & R. CLOWARD, supra note 225.

political process by the poor. This was the connotation of the phrase “maximum feasible participation” incorporated in the legislation. Most of the programs were established with at least a partially elected leadership. Whether the leadership was to be seen as part of or parallel to the established local government structure was unresolved. But the programs were expected to increase the influence of the poor both by serving as a vehicle for pressuring established local elites and by directly administering federally funded programs. It was also never clear whether the programs were intended to act as bridges to electoral politics at either the local or national level. In comparing the Economic Opportunity Act to the National Labor Relations Act of 1935, and the CAPs to labor unions, Sargent Shriver, the first director of the Office of Economic Opportunity, suggested one model that linked organizing to electoral politics.

None of the diverse hopes for the CAPs were fulfilled. CAPs were organized throughout the country in a burst of activity in the mid-1960s, generated a good deal of energy, hope, and frustration for a brief period, and then quickly lost support and died a lingering death. Although some of the programs were charged with mismanagement and corruption, the activities that most undermined their support were the ones most consistent with the more ambitious interpretations of the programs’ political mission. When the CAPs mobilized lower class pressure against unresponsive municipal governments that were part of the Democratic establishment, the national Democratic leadership withdrew support. Although many of the founders of the programs never shared a political conception of the CAPs, and the Johnson administration abandoned them when they became effectively political, the question remains whether the political conception, if adequately implemented and supported, would have been a good idea.

Perhaps the most vigorous objection to the political conception at the time the fate of the CAPs was being debated was that it tended to antagonize working class members of the established Democratic constituency with strong representation in urban municipal government and thus lead either to their defection or to debilitating divisions within


262. Community organizing efforts have continued with varying degrees of success since the CAP era. For an account of one of the most successful efforts, the Communities Organized for Public Service organization in San Antonio, see Skerry, Neighborhood COPS, 190 NEW REPUBLIC 21 (1984).
Today, however, when the Democrats suffer from both working class defection and from the mass electoral nonparticipation of the poor, this objection ought to be reassessed. It is widely recognized that the New Deal coalition has been hurt by a failure of institutions both to mobilize its members and to mediate among them. The CAP idea was potentially responsive to both needs.

A second set of objections arose from the fear that the experiment would not lead to genuine political participation. It might, for example, produce a new class of officeholders purporting to speak for people to whom they were not accountable. Or it might mobilize people only to submit them to the control of an entrenched government bureaucracy. Of course, these are the types of problems associated with the logic of collective action and the iron law of oligarchy. They are real dangers, but it is not clear that they are insuperable. There are a variety of ways of structuring the programs to reduce them. (For example, federally provided resources and delegated authority could be made proportional to the number of residents who vote or otherwise participate in the program; procedural guarantees of an open electoral process could be stipulated, and responsibility for enforcing them could be diffused among a variety of institutions.)

For the purposes of the present essay, the important point is that private law welfare jurisprudence is at best indifferent, and at worst hostile, to considerations of mobilization and organization among the poor. It tends to portray all forms of collective activity other than that of the rights enforcing state as a threat to the basic goal of independence. It also, especially in the New Property version, tends to accord normative priority to the status quo and thus to divert attention from the process by which the status quo comes to be defined and by which it might be changed. Even at its most adventurous—when it tries to integrate organizing concerns, as in the welfare rights movement—it has an affinity for precisely the kinds of strategies that are most likely to founder on the logic of collective action and iron law of oligarchy—strategies based on appeals to purely individual interests.

2. Work.

The welfare activists of the 1960s and 1970s tended not to integrate claims of rights to minimally decent jobs into either their pronouncements or their strategies, and they usually resisted attempts to re-

263. See D. P. Moynihan, Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding: Community Action in the War on Poverty x (paperback ed. 1969).
266. Important exceptions are the relatively recent efforts by Peter Anderson and Sylvia Law to extend the focus of welfare jurisprudence to job creation and training. See Anderson,
quire jobs as a condition of, or an alternative to, welfare.\textsuperscript{267}

To a significant extent, the indifference to job rights and hostility to work requirements seems to have been influenced by private law welfare jurisprudence. First, work requirements were portrayed as contradicting the basic value of independence with its connotations of autarky. Welfare rights proponents suggested that the essence of right was an "unconditional" quality that would be violated by work requirements.\textsuperscript{268} Of course, contract exemplified a category of classical rights that was typically conditional, but having jettisoned the contract analogy along with the classical distributive premises of effort and exchange, the activists were able to invoke a more extreme form of independence, one that would require welfare benefits to be secured to the claimant without any corresponding obligations. Second, as we have seen, the New Property rhetoric was better equipped to defend the normative status quo than to argue for its alteration. The provision of welfare benefits to a substantial sector of the poor (often without work requirements) was a well established part of the status quo; the demand for decent jobs, while hardly new, was much farther away from being grounded in established institutions.

This is not to say that opposition to work requirements was simply the product of the New Property vision. To a large extent, opposition was grounded in strategic concerns about the likelihood of abuse of work requirements. Such requirements could turn out to increase the demands on recipients of bureaucratic paper-pushing and hoop-jumping without substantially increasing their chances of getting a job. Or the requirements might force recipients to accept jobs that lacked the minimal requisites of decency and fairness on which nonwelfare recipients would be entitled to insist (e.g., sub-minimum wage jobs). Such concerns, however, could have been dealt with through efforts to shape the design and administration of job requirements, or, better yet, through a job creation program, rather than through blanket opposi-


\textsuperscript{267} Because of my background and those of the social work and organizing professionals on the staff of NWRO with whom I talked about [the Work Incentive Program], I concentrated on learning about and developing strategies to beat the coercive aspects of the program . . . . I was able to outline a strategy of delays and appeals which virtually assured a recipient a way out of WIP . . . .

It took a long time for me to learn that because WIP was decidedly underfunded, the officials administering it were, by and large, more likely to deny people entrance to and services in WIP than to force people to enter it. I ignored the real problems of the recipients actually involved with WIP in favor of the problems which I was disposed to see . . . .

Wexler, Practicing Law For Poor People, 79 YALE L.J. 1049, 1066 (1970); see also V. BURKE & V. BURKE, supra note 228, at 161-62 (opposition to work requirements by welfare rights activists).

\textsuperscript{268} Reich, supra note 15, at 779-85 (arguing that absence of conditions is a key element of right).
tion. To the extent that activists tended toward blanket opposition or simply indifference to the whole job issue, they seem to have been partly influenced by New Property themes.

In retrospect, this failure to integrate concerns about work and job creation into the welfare rights movement has been a major liability in several respects. First, a political campaign focused only on welfare was likely to exacerbate the political marginalization of the poor. It had relatively little appeal to the large segment of the working class that had become relatively immune to the risk of having to rely on public assistance. Second, focusing on welfare rights limited the appeal of the movement to recipients themselves. Many, perhaps most, welfare recipients would prefer a minimally decent job to public assistance. Most recipients receive public assistance for only short periods between intermittent employment, and few think of themselves as long-term recipients. Moreover, most recipients share the conventional belief that people with a reasonable opportunity to do so ought to work in return for their living. A movement focused solely on protecting and expanding benefits had a limited appeal to people who thought of welfare as a temporary aspect of their lives and who would be likely to reserve most of their energies for activities that might get them into the mainstream of the economy. Finally, the exclusive focus on welfare risked exacerbating the negative stereotype among the nonpoor of the poor as people seeking to be cared for by society without making any contribution to it.

269. See Law, supra note 266, and Anderson, supra note 266, for examples of this approach. For an economic analysis of the possibilities of job creation programs, see Creating Jobs (J. Palmer ed. 1978).

270. My remarks about work overlap the critique of welfare liberalism in recent studies such as C. Murray, Losing Ground: American Social Policy: 1950-1980 (1984), and L. Mead, Beyond Entitlement (1986) that object to the connotations of irresponsible self-seeking and indifference to work in the liberal notion of welfare entitlement. Although I agree with some of the arguments in these works, I differ with them in many respects, including two particularly important ones.

First, these works make very extravagant and often unsupported claims about the influence of the liberal notion of entitlement on the underclass. In contrast, my argument claims only that this notion has influenced professional academics, policy-makers, and activists, and I try to document my claim with references to their writings and policy output.

Second, while these works are critical of the liberal notion of welfare entitlement and of the smug and irresponsible attitudes among the poor they associate with this notion, they are uncritical and indeed sentimental about the liberal notion of entitlement to private wealth and the smug and irresponsible attitudes among the nonpoor that could more plausibly be associated with this notion. (Using any reasonable measure, the moral and social costs of middle and upper class tax chiseling dwarf those of welfare abuse, but you would never guess that from these works.) In contrast, the Progressive critique I draw on emphasizes the pervasiveness of interdependence and collective phenomena throughout the economy.


V. Conclusion

Private law welfare jurisprudence has encouraged and legitimated a set of priorities in the American system of income distribution that, in terms of almost any version of the general liberal program, seems perverse. In the New Contract version, it accords the highest and most secure status to nominally private wealth, such as pensions, the second highest to social insurance, and the lowest to public assistance. How objectionable this vision is depends on how far one goes with the New Deal social workers and the natural law lawyers in embracing need as the most fundamental distributive principle. But even one who insists on the primacy of effort and exchange should have strong reservations about the New Contract. Private income and wealth and social insurance are riven with elements of transfer and subsidy that cannot be justified in terms of any plausible measure of effort or exchange. The private law approach deliberately obscures this fact to encourage a sense of smugness among the beneficiaries of such transfers and subsidies and to immunize their interests from reassessment and revision. At the same time, it has, at best, left untouched and, at worst, exacerbated the degraded moral status and the political vulnerability of need-focused transfers.

While the New Property tries to endow public assistance with some normative status, it provides little basis for attacking the conventional distributive priorities. Moreover, its individualist premises and rhetoric seem inimical to the more plausible political or policy responses to poverty.